UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549

DIVISION OF
CORPORATION FINANCE

November 14, 2014
Todd E. Davies
Deere & Company
daviestodde@johndeere.com
Re:

Deere & Company
Incoming letter dated September 30, 2014

Dear Mr. Davies:
This is in response to your letters dated September 30, 2014 and October 23, 2014
concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to Deere by the National Center for Public
Policy Research. We also have received letters from the proponent dated
October 20,2014 and November 6, 2014. Copies of all of the correspondence on which
this response is based will be made available on our website at http://www.sec.gov/divi
sions/comfinlcf-noaction/14a-8.shtml. For your reference, a brief discussion of the
Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder proposals is also available at the
same website address.
Sincerely,
Matt S. McNair
Special Counsel
Enclosure
cc:

Justin Danhof
The National Center for Public Policy Research
jdanhof@nationalcenter.org

November 14, 2014

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re:

Deere & Company
Incoming letter dated September 30, 2014

The proposal urges the board to adopt, implement and enforce a revised companywide code of conduct that includes an anti-discrimination policy that protects employees'
human right to engage in the political process, civic activities and public policy of his or
her country without retaliation.
There appears to be some basis for your view that Deere may exclude the
proposal under rule 14a-8(i){7), as relating to Deere's ordinary business operations. In
this regard, we note that the proposal relates to Deere's policies concerning its
employees. Accordingly, we will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission
ifDeere omits the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7). In
reaching this position, we have not found it necessary to address the alternative bases for
omission upon which Deere relies.
Sincerely,
Kim McManus
Special Counsel

DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 [17 CFR 240.14a-8], as with other matter under the proxy
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a particular matter to
recommend enforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the information furnished to it by the Company
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, as well
as any information furnished by the proponent or the proponent's representative.
Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communications from shareholders to the
Commission's staff, the staff will always consider information concerning alleged violations of
the statutes administered by the Commission, including argument as to whether or not activities
proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff
of such information, however, should not be construed as changing the staffs informal
procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversary procedure.
It is important to note that the staff's and Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a-8G) submissions reflect only informal views. The determinations reached in these
no-action letters do not and cannot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to
the proposal. Only a court such as a U.S. District Court can decide whether a company is
obligated to include shareholders proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionary
determination not to recommend or take Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have
against the company in court, should the management omit the proposal from the company's
proxy material.

THE NATIONAL CENTER
***

FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH
Amy M. Ridenour

David A. Ridenour

Chainnan

President

November 6. 2014
Via Email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov
Otlice of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street. NE
Washington. DC 20549

RE: Stockholder Proposal of the National Center for Public Policy Research,
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 - Rule 14a-8

Dear Sir or Madam.
This correspond~nce is in response to the letter of Todd Davies on behalf of Deere &
Company (the ··company··) dated Oc•oher 23.2014 supplementing his September 30.
2014letter that requested that your oflice (the •"Commission'" or ·•staff") take no action if
the Company omits our Shareholder Proposal (the ··Proposar't) from its 2015 proxy
materials for its 20 15 annual shareholder meeting.
RESPONSE TO DEERE'S CLAIMS

First. we reiterate and stand behind every rationale as to why our Proposal should
proceed to the Deere shareholders for.a vot~ 'Yithin our. initial resp~nse sent to the Staff
on October 20. 2014.
In its supplemental letter. the Company reasse11s the same unpersuasive arguments it
protlcred in its initial no-action request. Despite the Company"s failure to comprehend
the English language. we are confident that the Statr can read - within the four corners of
our broker"s letter -that the National Center for Public Policy Research is indeed eligible
to submit a proposal to Deere. Therefore. we will not address the Company-s continuing
dishonesty regarding our obviously eligible ownership materials other than to say our
arguments from our initial letter should settle the matter. Furthermore. our Proposal
501 Capitol Coun. N.E., Suite 200
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cannot be said to interfere with Deere~s ordinary business operations since its core focus
is on human rights. a staff-recognized significant policy issue. And, inasmuch as the
Company has taken no affirmative steps to enact or even consider our Proposal. its
rhetori~ that it has substantially implemented our Proposal is meaningless.
Section/. Our Proposal is Not 111 Jlio/ation of Rule 14a-8(i)(7) Since It Focuses on
Human Rights

The Company states that our ··Proposal"s core focus is on protecting employees against
discrimination or retaliation so that employees can engage freely in the political process.,
civic activities and public policy.·· Deere·s workforce. shareholders. Board of Directors
and the public at-large should all be aware that this is what the Company is trying to stop.
And. in maintaining the power to punish or expel employees for said activities. the
Company may be seen to be violating the human rights of its workers.
The Company asserts that the ··statThas consistently concurred with the exclusion of
proposals when the proposal addressed topics that broadly included both significant
policy issues.·· This simply is not true.
In Yahoo! Inc. (avail. AprilS .. 2011). the Staff denied exclusion of a proposal that
directed the company operations regarding sale of company products, what products to
offer to whom and customer relationships simply because it also touched on the issue of
human rights. The Yahoo! proposal was much more invasive in directing the company's
actions than our ask is of Deere. The Yahoo! proponent dictated that: "No information
technology products or technologies will be sold. and no assistance will be provided to
authorities in China and other repressive countries that could contribute to human rights
abuses. No user il?/t)rmution will he prtn'ided. and no technalogical assistance will be
made Ul'ai/ahle. that would place indil'iduals at risk ofpersecution based on their access
or use c~f'the Internet or electronic: communiclltions./i)r free speech and free association
purposes:· (Emphasis added).
In denying Yahoors no-action request. the Staff noted, "•[w]e are unable to concur in
your view that Yahoo! may exclude the proposal under rule l4a-8{i)(7). In our view~ the
proposal focuses on the significant policy issue of.human rights. Accordingly. we do not
believe that Yahoo! may omit the proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule
14a-8(i)(7)."'"
The Yahoo! proponent was concerned about possible retribution against individuals for
exercising free speech and free association. Our Proposal shares that concern. Voting is
an exercise of free speech and civic engagement is an exercise of free association. These
are human rights that are worthy of protection. While the Yahoo! proposal discussed
China it was not limited to business in that country. Indeed., the proposal"s broad scope
reached every regfon ofYahoo!"s business when it stated: .. Yahoo will establish a Human
Rights Committee with the responsibility to review and approve all policies and actions
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that might affect human rights observance in countries where it does business.n This
obviously includes the United States.
Just as Deere does now. Yahoo! argued that it could exclude the proposal since it was not
limited to a significant social policy issue. Specifically, Yahoo! argued that the proposal
violated Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as it directed the company as to who its clients could be. what
products to offer and the parameters of its relationships with customers. By comparison,
the ask of our Proposal contemplates significantly less interference with ordinary
business operations as considered by Rule 14a-8(i)(7).
Under Yahoo!., and the precedent from our initial reply., our Proposal cannot be said to
interfere with Deere's ordinary business

Sectio11 II. Voti11g a11d t/1e Civic E11gagement Process is, 111 and of Itself, A Significant
Social Policy Iss11e
As we stated in our first reply . the Staff should declare that engaging in the political
process and civic engagement is a significant policy issue. In Staff Legal Bulletin No.
14A (July 12.. 2002).. the Staff explained that "[t]he Commission has previously taken the
position that proposals relating to ordinary business matters "but focusing on sufficiently
significant social policy issues ... generally would not be considered to be excludable.,
because the proposals would transcend the day-to-day business matters and raise policy
issues so significant that it would be appropriate for a shareholder vote." The Division
has noted many times that the presence ofwidespreud public debate regarding an issue is
among the factors to be considered in determining whether proposals concerning that
issue "transcend the day-to-day business matters.·~· (Internal citations omitted and
emphasis added).
Open a newspaper. tum on the radio, look at lawn signs. view some bumper stickers.
switch on a television and watch the news or an actual political debate. On no issue is
there more widespread public debate than politics. A Google News search for the phrase
~·midterm debate'' conducted on October 29,2014 produced more than 90,000 news
stories from every conceivable political spectrum and angle. Thaf s a whole lot of
widespread public debate about just one midterm election.
Our current request- that the Staff declares that engaging in political activity and civic
engagement is a significant policy issue- is the logical extension of clearly established
Commission precedent. The Staff has long-held that a company's political activities.
including its lobbying expenditures and political contributions9 cannot be excluded under
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) since it is a significant social policy issue. See Time Warner. Inc. (avail.
February 1J, 2004). Our Proposal would extend to the employees what the Staff already
extends to the Company- the recognition that engagement in the political and civic
process is a significant policy issue.
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And while there is no doubt that activists have used the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 588 U.S. 310 (201 0) to cause confusion
and spread debate about corporate political activity. the volume and gravity of this debate
pales in comparison to the magnitude of debate and discussion over all political races and
policy issues. Indeed~ the debate over corporate political spending is~ like all other
significant policy issues. a subset of our Proposal that covers all political, civic and policy
activities.
For the above reasons, as well as the reasons detailed in our first letter, we request that
the Staff declare that the freedom to engage in the political process and civic activities is
a significant policy issue.

Section III. Tile Compa11y Has Not ln1plemellted Our Proposal as Its Evidence Proves
Tltat It Mai111ai11s t/1e U11mitigated Power to Seek Retributio11 Agai11st Employees
Wlzose Political A11d Policy Preferences Do Not Square Witlz Ma11agen1e11t's
As long as the Company maintains the power to trample its workforce's human rights by
punishing. demoting or firing an employee for engaging in legal political or civic
activities. the Company cannot be said to have substantially implemented our Proposal.
The Company has now spent many hours. 12 pages and thousands of words to fight from
having to implement our Proposal and maintain its power to seek reprisal against its
employees. The Company·s supposed encouragement of civic engagement is vacuous
since it maintains. and indeed is fighting hard to maintain, the authority to seek
vengeance,. should it choose to do so.. on employees whose views do not comport with
management•s.

Conclusion
The Company has clearly failed to meet its burden that it may exclude our Proposal under
·
Rule 14a-8(g). Therefore., based upon the analysis set forth above. we respectfully
request that the Staff reject Deere's request tor a no-action letter concerning our Proposal.
A copy of this correspondence has been timely provided to the Company. If I can
provide additional materials to address any queries the Staff may have \Vith respect to this
letter, please do not hesitate to call me at 202-543-411 0.

Sincerely .

q~~
Justin Danhof. Esq.
cc: Todd E. Davies.. Deere & Company

DJOHNDEERE

Deere & Company
Law Department
One John Deere Place, Moline, IL 61265 USA
Phone: 309-765-5161
Fax (309) 749-0085
Email: DaviesToddE@JohnDeere.com
Todd E. Davies
Corporate Secretary &
Associate General Counsel

BY EMAIL (shareholderproposals@sec.gov)
October 23, 2014
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
Office of Chief Counsel
100 F Street, N .E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
RE:

Deere & Company- 2015 Annual Meeting
Supplement to Letter dated September 30, 2014
Relating to Shareholder Proposal of the National
Center for Public Policy Research

Ladies and Gentlemen:
We refer to our letter dated September 30,2014 (the "No-Action Request") pursuant
to which we requested that the Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of
the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") concur with our view that the
shareholder proposal and supporting statement (collectively, the "Proposal") submitted by
the National Center for Public Policy Research (the "Proponent") may properly be omitted
from the proxy materials to be distributed by Deere & Company, a Delaware corporation
("Deere"), in connection with its 2015 annual meeting of shareholders (the "20 15 proxy
materials").
This letter is in response to the letter to the Staff dated October 20, 2014, submitted
by the Proponent (the "Proponent's Letter"), and supplements the No-Action Request. In
accordance with Rule 14a-8G), a copy of this letter is also being sent to the Proponent.

L

The Broker Letter Fails to Satisfy the Ownership Requirements of Rule
14a-8(b).

The letter from UBS Financial Services, Inc. dated September 17,2014 (the "Broker
Letter") fails to satisfy the requirements of Rule 14a-8(b)( 1) because the Broker Letter does
not specify the actual date of submission and does not confirm that the requisite shares were
held continuously during the one-year period, both of which are essential elements to
verifying whether the stock ownership requirements have been met.
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The Proponent's Letter makes much of the fact that the Proponent's cover letter,
which enclosed a copy of the Broker Letter, referred to the actual date of submission,
September 10,2014, and that the Broker Letter and the cover letter, taken together, therefore
satisfied the proof of ownership requirements. However, pursuant to Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i), the
requirement to provide proof of ownership can only be satisfied by "a written statement from
the 'record' holder of[a proponent's] securities." In other words, the Proponent cannot cure
the deficiencies in the Broker Letter by submitting its own letter addressing the deficiency.
The Broker Letter, on its own, must satisfy the requirements set forth in Rule 14a-8(b)(2)(i).
The Proponent's Letter also argues that the Broker Letter satisfied the continuous
ownership requirement because the "ownership letter DOES explicitly say the Company
shares were continuously held from October 29, 2009 to September 17, 2014." This
statement is false as there is no such explicit statement in the Broker Letter. What the Broker
Letter actually states is that "[t]he shares were purchased on October 29, 2009 and UBS
continues to hold the said stock." This is not the same as saying that the shares were held
continuously from October 29, 2009 through September 17, 2014 since the sentence could be
read to mean that the shares were held continuously for such period but could also be read to
mean that the shares were purchased on October 29, 2009 and that the same number of shares
were held as of September 17,2014, with no assurance as to whether shares were sold and
repurchased during the period between October 29,2009 and September 17,2014. As
observed by the Staff, "many letters fail to confirm continuous ownership of the securities,"
which can occur when "a broker or bank submits a letter that confirms the shareholder's
beneficial ownership only as of a specified date but omits any reference to continuous
ownership for a one-year period" (emphasis added). Staff Legal Bulletin No.l4F (Oct. 11,
2011).
We note the Proponent's request to the Staff to provide the Proponent with additional
time to submit satisfactory ownership documents. However, Deere believes there is no basis
to grant such a request, particularly where Deere timely delivered a notice of deficiency to
the Proponent which described the proof of ownership requirements and specified the date of
submission of the Proposal.

D.

The Proposal Relates to the Company's Ordinary Business Operations.

In Section II of the Proponent's Letter, the Proponent argues that proposals that
request amendments to foundational corporate documents are not excludable under Rule
14a-8(i)(7), even if the proposal "[r]elate[s] [d]irectly to the [e]mployer I [e]mployee
[r]elationship." This entirely misstates Rule 14a-8(i)(7}, whic4 does not stand for the
proposition that amendments to foundational corporate documents are beyond the scope of
the ordinary business exclusion. The Proponent also ignores the long line of no-action letters
where the Staff has permitted exclusion of proposals under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) where the
proposal concerned relations between companies and their employees or management of the
employee workforce, which both relate to a company's ordinary business operations.
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As explained in the No-Action Request and acknowledged in the Proponent's Letter,
the proposal m Bank ofAmerica Corp. (Feb. 14, 2012) is similar to the Proposal here in that
both proposals are primarily directed at adopting policies that allow employees to engage
freely in the political process without fear of employment discrimination or retaliation. In
Bank ofAmerica the Staff confirmed that proposals that relate to relations between a
company and its employees constitute ordinary business matters and are therefore excludable
under Rule 14a-8{i)(7).

III.

The Proposal Does Not Focus on Significant Policy Issues.

The Proponent's Letter claims that the Proposal is focused broadly on human rights.
However, a handful of references to human rights does not transform the Proposal into a
significant policy issue or override the clear ordinary business aspect of the Proposal. The
Proposal's core focus is on protecting employee~ against discrimination or retaliation so that
employees can engage freely in the political process, civic activities and public policy.
Moreover, as the Proponent's Letter acknowledges, political and civic engagement is not the
type of issue that the Staff has recognized as a significant policy issue.
Even if the Proposal were to touch upon a significant policy issue, the Proposal would
still be excludable because it also involves matters of ordinary business- relations between a
company and its employees and management of the employee workforce. The Staff has
consistently concurred with the exclusion of proposals when the proposal addressed topics
that broadly included both significant policy issues and ordinary business matters. For
example, inPetSmart, Inc. (Mar. 24, 2011), the proposal requested that the board require its
suppliers to certify that they had not violated certain acts or laws relating to animal cruelty.
The Staff granted no-action relief and stated that "[a]lthough the humane treatment of
animals is a significant policy issue, we note your view that the scope of the laws covered by
the proposal is 'fairly broad in nature from serious violations such as animal abuse to
violations of administrative matters such as record keeping."' See also Bank ofAmerica
(Trillium Asset Management) (Feb. 24, 201 0) (permitting exclusion of a proposal because
one aspect of the proposal implicated the bank's ordinary business); Apache Corp. (Mar. 5,
2008) (permitting exclusion of a proposal requesting implementation of equal employment
policies based on specified principles, where "some of the principles relate[d) to Apache's
ordinary business operations").

IV.

Deere Has Substantially Implemented the Essential Objective of the Proposal.

The Proponent's Letter incorrectly argues that substantial implementation requires
companies to "amend, or take action to amend a foundational document, in order for a
proposal asking for such a change to have been substantially implemented." However, the
relevant inquiry under Rule 14a-8(i)(1 0) is not the manner in which a proposal has been
implemented but whether the company has satisfied the essential objective of the proposal,
even if the proposal was not implemented exactly as proposed by the proponent.
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In Section VI of the Proponent's Letter, the Proponent references and appears to rely
on Family Dollar Stores, Inc. (Oct. 23, 2012) and Exxon Mobil (Mar. 20, 2012), where the
Staff did not permit exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(l 0), to support its view that substantial
implementation requires a company to amend documents if the proposal requests
amendment. However, the facts and circumstances in Family Dollar Stores and Exxon Mobil
are distinguishable from the facts and circumstances here. In Family Dollar Stores, the
proposal requested that the company amend the Code of Conduct to incorporate four
principles from the ILO conventions, but the company's Code of Conduct only addressed
three out of the four principles. As a result, the basis for denying no-action relief was the fact
that the essential objectives of the proposal had not been met. In Exxon Mobil, the proposal
specifically requested that the company amend its written equal employment opportunity
policy ''to explicitly prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity,"
where the company had previously explicitly prohibited discrimination based on sexual
orientation. In our case, the Proposal requests an anti-discrimination policy that serves to
protect employees' right to engage in political and civic activities without retaliation and, as
the Proponent's Letter acknowledges, "only requests a simple employee safeguard ...
Jeav[ing] the mechanics to [Deere]." The Proposal does not request explicit amendments or
identify specific requirements as to the language in the policy. Accordingly, as described in
the No-Action Letter, Deere believes that its current Code of Business Conduct and Policy
Against Discrimination & Harassment already addresses the essential objective of the
Proposal.

V.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated above and in the No-Action Request, we respectfully request
the Sta.frs concurrence that it will take no action if Deere excludes the Proposal in its entirety
from the 2015 proxy materials. Should any additional information be desired in support of
Deere's position, we would appreciate the opportunity to confer with the Staff concerning
these matters prior to the issuance of the Staffs response. Please do not hesitate to contact
me at (309) 765-5161.
Very truly yours,

~~a-Corporate Secretary and
Associate General Counsel
Enclosures
cc:

Justin Danhof
National Center for Public Policy Research

THE NATIONAL CENTER
***

FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH
Amy M. Ridenour

David A. Ridenour

Chairman

President

October 20. 2014
Via Email: sharcholderproposals@sec.gov
Oftice of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street. NE
Washington. DC 20549
RE: Stockholder Proposal of the National Center for Public Policy Research,
Securities Exchange Act of 1934- Rule 14a-8 ·

Dear Sir or Madam.
This correspondence is in response to the letter of Todd Davies on behalf of Deere &
Company (the ··cmnpany") dated September 30. 2014. requesting that your office (the
··commission·· or ··statT•) take no action if the Company omits our Shareholder Proposal
(the ··Proposar·) from its 2015 proxy materials for its 2015 annual shareholder meeting.

RESPONSE TO DEERE'S CLAIMS

Despite the Company·s surprising dishonesty. the ownership materials submitted in
conjunction \Vith our Proposal meet all Cqrnmissi~~ ~tandards. The Company would
have the Staff avert its eyes and ignore reali.ly .. )he plain reading of the language of our
. ownership materials provides that the National Center for Public Policy Research is
indeed eligible to submit a proposal to the Company.
Also. a.'i our Propm~·al focuses on human rights- a Staff-recognized signiticant social
policy issue- it cannot be said to interfere ~ith the Company"s ordinary business
operations. We propose that no issue- ctirrent or historical- is more significant than the
political process and civic engagement. Indeed. nearly every single significant policy
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issue that the. Staff has ever recognized can be altered.. affected. spurned. quelled or
obtained its genesis through the political or civic process.
Finally. the Company"s suggestion that it has already substantially implemented our
Proposal is a circuitous argument that amounts to the Company asking the Staff to
believe it will not discriminate against its employees because it says it won ~t in its noaction letter. The Staff has consistently ruled that proposals seeking amendments to
foundational documents are not substantially implemented unless the company actually
takes ~n affinnative step towards altering the relevant document. Deere has not done
anything of the sort.
The Company has the burden of persuading the Staff that it may exclude our Proposal
from its 2015 proxy materials. Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 (CF) (July 13, 2001) ("SLB
14'"). For the following reasons. the Company has. fallen well short of this burden.

Sectio11I. Tl1e Con1pn11)' May Not Exclude t/1e Proposal U11der Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8(/)(l) Because tlte Con1pa11y is i11 Possessio11 oftlte Owners/lip Documents,
Conjirmi11g tltat tl1e Propo11ent is l11deed a Company Shareltolder Eligible to S11bmit 11
Proposal- And tl1e Con1pa11y 's Suggestions to t/1e Contrary are Extremely
Disingenuous ifNot Dislto11est
As an initial matter. the National Center for Public Policy Research has submitted dozens
of shareholder proposals to numerous corporations over many years. In that process. as
the Staff well knows. our office has replied to more than a few no-action letters. In light
of that background.. the argument put forward by Deere that our ownership materials are
insufficient is the single most dishonest argument we have ever encountered. In light of
the Company"s disregard tor the truth and lack of decency.. we request that the Staff
dismiss the Company·s entire no-action letter since Deere clearly has little respect for the
Commission and the no-action determination process.
In its no-action request, the Company repeatedly uses out-of-context, partial quotations
and misconstrues the English language in order to claim that our ownership materials are
wanting. The Staff should not tolerate such abuses of the no-action process.

Part A. Wit ell Read in Plai11 Englis/1, t/1e Date of Our Proposal and t/1e Accompanying
Owners/tip Docun1entntio11 is Not ill Q11estion
The first sentence of our brokerage letter makes clear that "UBS holds 85 shares of Deere
& Company (the .. Company") common stock beneficially for the National Center for
Public Policy Research..... The second sentence. which the Company claims is
insufficiently specific . refers to those explicit 85 shares. but the Company edited its
quotation of our letter in such a way as to make that not obvious when read out of full
context.
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The Company further claims that it cannot glean the date of the Proposal s submission
from our brokerage letter since it refers to the date of our ''submission without
specifically saying September 10. 2014.
7

7

"

The brokerage letter was not sent to the Company in a vacuum. In the cover letter
accompanying the ownership materials. I made it clear that the ownership materials were
submitted ~"in connection with the shareholder proposal submitted under Rule 14(a)-8
(Proposals of Security Holders) of the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission's proxy regulations by the National Center for Public Policy Research to
Deere & Company on September 10. 2014." (Emphasis added). It is common business
practice to make references in cover letters explaining what documents are attached, what
significance they may hold and to what they relate.
S~rely

the Company is aware of this common practice.

In its no-action request, the Company recognizes that our Proposal was sent on
September 10 . 2014. The cover letter accompanying the Proposal was dated September
I0 .. 2014. However . the Proposal itself was not dated at all. The Company applied
common sense to infer that the date on the cover letter applied to the Proposal. That is
standard business practice. The Company's present argument turns this practice on its
head.
As indicated. the cover letter that accompanied the brokerage document explained that it
was in connection with our Proposal that was submitted on September 10 . 2014. The
brokerage letter then refers to this date of submission. As we submitted only one
Proposal to Deere. there is no possible ambiguity. Perhaps the Company neglected to
read the cover letter. but even so, the language of the brokerage letter by itself is
sufficient according to Commission standards.

Part B. The Plain Language of Our Owners/rip Materials Makes it Clear Tl1at the
National Center for Public Policy Researc/1 Has Continuously Held tlte CommissionMandated Requisite Compa11y Stock Prior to Submitting tl1e Proposal- and Continues
to Hold Said Stock
Contrary to the Contpany"s deception . our ownership letter DOES explicitly say the
Contpany shares were continuously held from October 29.2009 to September 17., 2014
-it just does not use the word ··continuously" (though it does use the word ""continues.,"
which obviously is the same root word). The third sentence of the brokerage letter makes
the critical fact clear when it says those specific 85 shares "were purchased on October
29., 2009.. and UBS continues to hold the said stock."•
Again . the letter was dated September 17. 2014. Therefore. inasmuch as the broker letter
states that these 85 shares were continuously held from October 29., 2009 to September
17.. 201 4.. the question of the date of submission is moot., as surely we all can agree that
the date range of October 29 . 2009-September 17.2014 includes the date range of
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September I0., 20 13-September 10. 2014 as a subset. As much as it wishes it could
contort the reality of the Gregorian calendar and the English language to say we did not
own the shares for the entirety of this time9 the Company does not have such powers.
Our broker placed her direct office phone number on the ownership letter. If Mr. Davies
was truly confused by the phrase "has continued'" he could have picked up the phone and
contacted her. He chose not to do so. For that matter. he could have contacted me
directly as my phone number was also readily available to him. He chose not to do so.
The Company·s argument that our ownership evidence is insufficient makes a complete
mockery of the entire no-action determination process. As the Staff well koows. the
National Center for Public Policy Research has submitted dozens of shareholder
resolutions over many years and we have never run across the bmzen dishonesty
displayed within John Deere's no-action request.
As we have demonstrated. our ownership materials clearly meet the threshold established
by the Commission. Accordingly. the Proposal may not be omitted under Rule 14a-8{b)
and Rule 14a-8(f)(l ).

Part C Tl1e Comn1issio11 's Permissive Language a11d Legal Guidance Provide Latitude
Allott,illg Sl1areholders to Correct Ott111ership Deficiencies- Eve11 Wei/Into tl1e NoAction Process
Even if the Staff agrees with the Company that our date of submission and the meaning
of the word ""continued·· somehow remain in question. we request the opportunity to
submit satisfactory ownership documents.
The Commission"s guidance clearly favors allowing proponents to correct procedural
errors in shareholder submissions. In fact . well into the no-action process. the Staff
allows proponents to fix proposal errors to draw them into compliance with Commission
rules. Specifically.. the Commission·s guidance states that the Staff can afford a
proponent additional tin1e to submit ownership documents. See Staff Legal Bulletin No.
14 (CF) (July 139 2001) f'"our no-action response may afford the shareholder seven days
to provide documentation demonstrating that he or she satisfies the minimum ownership
requirements contained in rule 14a-8(b)'").
Furthermore.. there is no Commission mandate allowing the Company to automatically
exclude the Proposal for our alleged failure to cure a defect within the 14-day window.
According to the Commission.. ~~.[t]ailure to cure the defect(s) or respond in a timely
manner mcty result in exclusion of the proposal.,. SLB 14 (emphasis added). The
Commission .. s guidance is clear that failure to cure a defect is not a sine tJua non leading
to automatic exclusion. The Commission intentionally chose to use the permissive
'•may·· rather than absolute . mandatory terms such as ••shall~" or ""must.'"
For the above reasons.. the Proposal may not be omitted under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8( 0( 1).
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Section II. Tl1e Proposal May Not be Excluded as lnteifering With Ordinary Business
as tl1e Staff l1as Consistently Held tl1at Sharel1older Proposals Can Permissibly Seek
Changes to Fo11ndational Corporate Documents- Even Tl1ose Tl1at Relate Directly to
tl1e Employer I Employee Relations/lip

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).. a company may exclude a shareholder proposal if it deals with
matters relating to the Company's '·ordinary business." The Commission has indicated
two central considerations regarding exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). First. the
Commission considers the subject matter of the proposal. Next, the Commission
considers the degree to which the proposal seeks to micromanage a company. Exchange
Act Release No. 40018 (May 21, 1998) (the "1998 Release").
First.. the Company cites to a string of Staff decisions that have little bearing on the
present matter. These decisions were based on proposals that directly contemP.Iated
company action toward employees. Our Proposal deals with one of the Company's
foundational documents: its Code of Conduct. On that issue, the Staff has consistently
ruled that proponents may seek certain amendments to foundation corporate documents.
The Company seeks to address this matter when it turns to Bank ofAmerica (avail.
February 12, 201 2). While the 2012 Bank ofAmerica proposal is indeed similar to ours,
the Company ignores a litany of Staff decisions regarding similar proposals in which the
Staff reached the opposite conclusion of2012 Bank ofAmerica. Furthermore, the
proponent in Bank c~fAmerica f~iled to adequately explain why the central tenet of the
proposal was a significant social policy issue (see more i'lfra, Section Ill). Indeed, the
Bank c~fAmerica proponent failed to respond to the company's no-action request at all,
leaving the Staff with only Bank of America's arguments to consider. This dramatically
decreases the enormous precedential value the Company attempts to give to the Bank of
America no-action decision. In instances where shareholder proponents have challenged
corporate no-action letters on these issues. the results have been much different.
For example.. in Exxon Mobil (avail. March 20. 20 12), the Staff allowed a proposal that
sought to directly alter the company's hiring policies and foundational documents. The
proposal"s resolved section stated: u.The Shareholders request that Exxon Mobil amend
its wrillen equt~l employment opportunity policy to explicitly prohibit discrimination
based on sexual orientation and to substantially implement the policy." (Emphasis
added). The proponent was adamant that the company had to amend its foundational
documents. not just its policies generally to achieve the desired result. Specifically. the
proponent noted that the company ··attempts to defend its actions short of amending its
EEO policy by linguistically downgrading its 'foundational' document, the 'Standards of
Business" to a mere 'booklet..' ... However, the Proponent stands behind its assertion that
no action short of amending the EEO policy can constitute, either legally or practically..
substantial implementation of the Proposal.··
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The ExxlJn M()bi/ proposal not only directed the company to change one of its
foundational documents. it directed the company how to do so., while our Proposal only
requests a simple employee safeguard and leaves the mechanics to the Company.
Significantly. although the Exxon Mobil proposal was far more sweeping than our own,
the Staff ruled that Exxon Mobil could not omit the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(7).
Also . in Krol{er Co. (avail. April 6. 2011 )., the Staff allowed a proposal that specifically
asked the company to amend its Code of Conduct. In that instance. the proposal sought a
more far-reaching and micromanaging amendment to the company's Code of Conduct
than we are currently asking of Deere. Specifically, the proponent asked Kroger to
··adopt. implement. and enforce a revised company-wide Code of Conduct, inclusive of
suppliers and sub-contractors, based on the International Labor Organization"s ("ILO')
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at work." The proposal further
directed that the company must follow four very specific ILO conventions.
Although the proponent in Kroger included a much more specific and searching ask than
we do in our Proposal .. the Staff rejected Kroger's no-action request, noting.. ·~[w]e are
unable to concur in your view that Kroger may exclude the proposal under rule 14a8(i)(7). In our view. the proposal does not seek to micro-manage the company to such a
degree that exclusion of the proposal would be appropriate." It is also noteworthy that
the Staff allowed the proposal in Kroger Co. despite the fact that it dealt with supplier
relationships - an issue for which the Staff has consistently granted no-action relief under
Rule 14a-8(i)(7). See Krq/i Foodt; Inc. (avail. February 23., 2012) ("Proposals concerning
decisions relating to supplier relationships are generally excludable under rule 14a8(i)(7)."").

Kroger Co. and Exxon Mobil stand firmly for the proposition that proponents can seek
amendments to foundational corporate documents even if the proposal touches on the
employer I employee relationship. In comparison to Kroger Co. and Exxon Mobil.. our
proposed amendment to Deere's corporate documents is slighL Likewise.. our Proposal
offers Deere significantly more autonomy to execute the Proposal. Therefore. the Staff
should reject the Company"s no-action request and allow our Proposal to be presented to
the Company"s shareholders for a vote.
Sectio11 III. Eve11 ijtl1e StaffAgrees tl1at Our Proposal Touc/1es a Matter oJOrdi11ary
Business, It is Still No11-Exclltdable Since it Focuses on a Sig11ijicant Policy Issue
The Commission has made it clear that proposals relating to ordinary business matters
that center on ••sufficiently significant social policy issues ... would not be considered to
be excludable because the proposals would transcend the day-to-day business matters."
Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14E (the '"SLB I4E••). SLB I4E signaled an expansion in the
Staff's interpretation of significant social policy issues noting that ..[i]n those cases in
which a proposal's underlying subject matter transcends the day-to-day business matters
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of the company and raises policy issues so significant that it would be appropriate for a
shareholder vote. the proposal generally will not be excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7)."
Ours is such a proposal. Deere shareholders should certainly have a say as to whether
their Company operates as a political purity shop in which employees must follow all the
beliefs and political dictates of management.
The Company bears the burden of demonstrating that the Proposal does not raise a
substantial social policy issue. The Company's letter fails to meet this requirement. The
Company simply claims that it isn't a social policy issue because it says so - then it cites
two outdated no-action contests regarding LGTB equality that do nothing to further its
point.
Part A. Our Proposal Sltollld Be Allowed to Proceed to tlte Sltarel1olders for a Vote
Because it Foc11ses on tl1e Significant Social Policy Issue of Human Rigl1ts
Deere is asking for the ability to censor its employees' human rights. The Staff should
not abide such cruelty.
The Staff has been unambiguous in declaring that proposals asking for a change to
foundational corporate documents that also focus on significant social policy issues such
as human rights fall outside of the Rule 14a-8(i)(7) ordinary business exemption.
For example.. in Abercrombie & Fitch (avail. Aprill2, 2010).. the Staff allowed a
proposal that asked the company to ~, 1. [a]dopt and disclose a code of vendor conduct..
based on ILO standards; 2. Establish an independent monitoring process that assesses
adherence to these standards; and, 3. Prepare an annual report" on these issues. The
company argued that the ~·adoption of codes" could be excluded pursuant to Rule 14a8(i)(7). The Staff disagreed and noted that "[i]n our view, the proposal focuses primarily
on the significant policy issue of human rights and does not seek to micromanage the
company to such a degree that exclusion of the proposal would be appropriate.
Accordingly. we do not believe that Abercrombie may omit the proposal from its proxy
materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7)." (Emphasis added).
Additionally. in Hctllihurtan Company (avail. March 9.. 2009).. the Staff allowed a
proposal that ""request[ed] management to review its policies related to human rights to
assess areas where the company needs to adopt and implement additional policies and to
report its findings:" In arguing that this proposal related to Halliburton"s ordinary
business operations. the company made it clear that the proposal focused on the
""sufficiency of our Code of Business Conduct." Despite this, the Staff rejected
Halliburton·s no-action request under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).
Our Proposal also focuses on human rights. According to the Article 2 1 of the United
Nations'" Universal Declaration of Human Rights:
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(I) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his
country.. directly or through freely chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his
country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of
government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and
shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting
procedures.•

In seeking to exclude our Proposal, Deere is attempting to preserve the authority to
undermine its employees' human right to take part in his or her government. The Staff
should do what the Company will not and protect Deere's employees from losing their
human right to engage their government.

Part B. Engagi11g in tl1e Political Process and Civic E11gagement is, 111 and of Itself, a
Significant Social Policy Jss11e
Assuming arguendo that the Staff disagrees with us and the United Nations and does not
consider voting and political activity to be a human right~ our Proposal is still not
excludable since political activity is a significant policy issue.
The Company cites to Bunk t?fAmerica (avail. February 14, 2012), for the proposition
that it may exclude our Proposal for interfering with ordinary business operations. At
that time~ it appears that the Staff had not previously directly considered whether political
activity and civic engagement falls into the significant social policy category. So., with
only the company· s arguments before it.. it is not surprising that the Staff ruled for Bank
of America·s no-action request.
However, we submit that political activity and civic engagement is the most significant
social policy issue of our time. From health care to climate change to human rights to net
neutrality to ctJrporate political spending, to LGTB rights -and essentially every other
topic that the Staff has ever determined to be a significant public policy issue., none affect
more people than political activity and civic engagement. Indeed. every one of these
issues can be altered .. cancelled or started through civic engagement and the political
process.
In the 201 2 presidential election .. 130~292.,355 ballots were counted out of a total of
222..38 t ..268 eligible voters. 2 Between each major political party~ presidential candidate

1

··The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,'" United Nations, available at ·
http://www.un.orgitm/dncLamcms!udhr/ as of October 20.2014.
2
·•2012 November General Election Turnout Rates~n United States Election Project9
September 3.. 2014 . available at hllp:tiv.··\\tw.clcctprojc,:t.org/20 12g as of October 892014.
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and primary political action committee. about $2 billion was raised and spent. 3 And all
of that was for just one election.
Between local .. state and federal elections. ballot initiatives. referendums . taxes . school
council meetings. policy papers. bumper stickers campaign rallies. protests.
advertisements. media. editorials and education civic engagement and politics cover
nearly aspect of American life. Deere would have its employees disengage from the
entirety of American civil society or face potential retribution. That is inhumane.
9

9

The Staff has ruled that issues as small as net neutrality and loan modifications are
significant policy issues. See AT&T Inc. (avail. February 10. 2012) (in which the Staff
noted. "•[i]n view of the sustained public debate over the last several years concerning net
neutrality and the Internet and the increasing recognition that the issue raises significant
policy considerations. we do not believe that AT&T may omit the proposal from its
proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7)."). See al.wJ Bank cifAn1erica (avail.
March 14. 20 II) (in which the Staff ruled that "[i]n view of the public debate concerning
widespread deficiencies in the foreclosure and modification processes for real estate
loans and the increasing recognition that these issues raise significant policy
considerations.. we do not believe that Bank of America may omit the first proposal from
its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i}(7).").
Surely.. the political process and civic engagement meet the same threshold as net
neutrality and loan modifications. The average person on the street can name the
President of the United States. How many can define the parameters of the net neutrality
debate or speak intelligently on the nuances of predatory lending?
The significance of this policy is heightened by the fact that only about half of American
workers live in a jurisdiction that offers even the slightest legal protection for employee
speech and political activity."
We request that the Staff declare that the freedom to engage in the political process and
.civic activities is a significant policy issue. Any other result could lead to an absurd set
of standards for public con1panies. All across America. many employees could be
reprimanded or handed pink slips based on whether they voted for a certain candidate or
supported a certain policy with which their employer disagrees.

3

Jeremy Ashkenas. Matthew Ericson. Alicia Parlapiano and Derek Willis, "The 2012
Money Race: Compare the Candidates...... New York Times- P()/itics., available at
http://clcctions.nvtim'-~s.corn/20 I ~/<.·ampaign-llnanct" as of October 15., 2014.
4
Eugene Volokh . ··Private Employees" Speech and Political Activity: Statutory
Protection Against Employer Retaliation:' Texas Review of Law & Politics. 2012,
available at http:i/\\"\\. w.truln.oru/main pg~/issues/v16n~iVoltlkh.pdf as of October 14.,
2014.
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Sectio11 VI. Tl1e Compa11y Has Not S11bstantially Implemented 011r Proposal Since It
Has Take11 No Overt Action Towards Amending Its Foundatio11ttl Doc11ments

The contradictory nature of the Company·s claims should not be overlooked. On the one
hand .. the Company claims that, if implemented, our Proposal would cause a grand
disturbance in its workforce by altering the employer I employee relationship. On the
other hand .. it claims that it has already implemented the Proposal. Has Deere disrupted
its entire workforce by upending the employer I employee relationship? Whether it has
or not . the C01npany . s supporting documentation does not back up its bald assertion that
it has substantially implemented our Proposal that it says it opposes.
Under Rule 14a-8(i)( I 0).. a company may exclude a shareholder proposal if it can
meaningfully demonstrate that ••the company has already substantially implemented the
proposal..... Rule 14a-8(i)( I0) exclusion is ••designed to avoid the possibility of
shareholders having to consider matters which already have been .favorably acted upon
by management.,.. See Exchange A(:t Release No. 12598 (regarding predecessor to Rule
14a- 8(i)(10)) (Emphasis added). A company can be said to have '·substantially
implemented"" a proposal where its ""policies. practices and procedures compare favorably
with the guidelines of the proposal:· See Texcu:o.lnc. (avail. March 8. 1991).
The Staff has consistently ruled that companies must affirmatively amend, or take action
to amend a foundational document . in order for a proposal asking for such a change to
have been substantially implemented.
The Company cites to TttlbtJts Inc. (avail. April 5. 2012) to bolster its argument that it has
substantially implemented our Proposal. Specifically, the Company notes that "the Staff
permitted exclusion of a proposal requesting a code of conduct based on International
Labor Organization human rights standards, despite the proponent"s view that the
company"s "anti-discrimination provision is not as comprehensive as the one in the
Proposal as it does not specifically mention political opinion or social origin.'"
The Company"s reliance on Talbots Inc. is misplaced since that decision has been
superseded by a much more recent decision . rendered on the exact same topic . that
reached the opposite conclusion.
In Family Dollar Store.\·, Inc:. (avail. October 23, 2013). the Staff allowed a proposal that
called for the company to amend its code of conduct to comply with the "•International
Labor Organization"s ("ILO") Declaration ofFundan1ental Principles and Rights at Work
and applicable ILO conventions.'" Like Deere. the company argued that it could omit the
proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(10). primarily by citing to Ta/hots Inc. This time, however,
the Staff allowed the proposal.
Like Deere. the company in Family Dollar argued that it "ha[d] policies and procedures
in place relating to the subject matter of the proposal that address the underlying
objectives of the Proposal..... despite not having the exact language the proponent
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suggested in its code of conduct. The Staff ruled that this \Vas not enough7 saying that
••[b]ased on the information you have presented, it appears that Family"s Dollar 7S
policies.. practices. and procedures do not compare favorably with the guidelines of the
proposal..,..
Additionally.. as mentioned above .. in Exxon Mobil (avail. March 20., 2012), the Staff
allowed a proposal that sought to directly alter the company's foundation documents
concerning its policies regarding sexual orientation and gender identity. The proposal's
resolved section stated: ""The Shareholders request that Exxon Mobil amend its written
equal employment opportunity policy to explicitly prohibit discrimination based on sexual
orientation and to substantially implement the policy." (Emphasis added}. The company
argued that its ••Employment Policies and Practices page on ExxonMobil's internet site
now specifically states that our zero tolerance policy against any form of employment
discrimination covers both sexual orientation and gender identity.'"
The proponent was insistent that the company had to directly alter its foundational
documents. not just list some general policies to achieve the desired result. Specifically.,
the proponent noted that the company ·"attempts to defend its actions short of amending
its EEO policy by linguistically downgrading its •foundationar document., the 'Standards
of Business" to a mere "booklet.. • ... However.. the Proponent stands behind its assertion
that no action short of amending the EEO policy can constitute.. either legally or
practically.. substantial implementation oft~e Proposal." Despite the clear language from
the company"s website.. the Staff concluded that Exxon Mobil had not substantially
implemented the proposal because it had not amended its foundational documents.
In contrast to Exxon Mobil. the Company does not even make the claim that its
supporting documentation provides an anti-discrimination policy for political activity or
civic engagement. Deere simply asserts that it has a blanket non-discrimination policy
that covers the issue. According to the Staffs decision in Exxon Mobil.. the Company has
failed to substantially implement the Proposal.
Furthermore.. given the dishonest nature of the Company's arguments regarding our
ownership documentation.. we are not inclined to take the Company at its word that it will
not retaliate against it employees. and .. in our view.. neither should the Commission.

Part V. If tl1e Con1pany is Willing to Puts Its Claim t11at/t Will Not Discrimi11ate
Based 011 Political and Civic Activities in Writing and A vailable to Its Employees and
the Ge11eral Public, We Would Be Wil/i11g to Witl1draw Our Proposal
As a final matter.. if the Company is willing to actually add language to its website or a
foundational document (one that is readily available to the Company's employees as well
as publicly-verifiable) consistent with its assurances to the Staff in its no-action request,
we would be willing to withdraw our Proposal. Specifically~ the Company states on page
8 of its no-action request: ··Deere's policies and training programs already prohibit any
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form of employment discrimination and retaliation., which would include di~crimination
and retaliation based on an employee's civic or political participation."
If the Company puts that or some appropriately similar language in writing for its
employees and the public to see. we would withdraw our Proposal.

Conclusion
The Company has clearly failed to meet its burden that it may exclude our Proposal under
Rule 14a-8(g). Therefore.. based upon the analysis set forth above, we respectfully
request that the Staff reject Deere's request for a no-action letter concerning our Proposal.
A copy of this correspondence has been timely provided to the Company. If I can
provide additional materials to address any queries the Staff may have with respect to this
letter. please do not hesitate to call me at 202-543-4110.

Sincerely,

C}-csDJ~~Justin Danhot: Esq.

cc: Todd E. Davies.. Deere & Company

Deere & Company
Law Department
One John Deere Place, Moline, IL 61265 USA
Phone: 309-765-5161
Fax (309) 749-0085
Email: DaviesToddE@JohnDeere.com
Todd E. Davies
Corporate Secretary &
Associate General Counsel

BY EMAIL (shareholderproposals@sec.gov)
September 30, 2014
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
Office of Chief Counsel
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
RE:

Deere & Company – 2015 Annual Meeting
Omission of Shareholder Proposal of the National
Center for Public Policy Research

Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are writing pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) promulgated under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended, to request that the Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the
“Staff”) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) concur with
our view that, for the reasons stated below, Deere & Company, a Delaware corporation
(“Deere”), may exclude the shareholder proposal and supporting statement (the “Proposal”)
submitted by the National Center for Public Policy Research (the “Proponent”) from the
proxy materials to be distributed by Deere in connection with its 2015 annual meeting of
shareholders (the “2015 proxy materials”).
In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008) (“SLB
14D”), we are emailing this letter and its attachments to the Staff at
shareholderproposals@sec.gov. In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), we are simultaneously
sending a copy of this letter and its attachments to the Proponent as notice of Deere’s intent
to omit the Proposal from the 2015 proxy materials.
Rule 14a-8(k) and Section E of SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents are
required to send companies a copy of any correspondence that the shareholder proponent
elects to submit to the Commission or the Staff. Accordingly, we are taking this opportunity
to remind the Proponent that if the Proponent submits correspondence to the Commission or
the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should concurrently be
furnished to the undersigned.
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I.

The Proposal
The text of the resolution contained in the Proposal is copied below:
Resolved, the shareholder urges the Board of Directors to adopt, implement
and enforce a revised company-wide Code of Conduct that includes an antidiscrimination policy that protects employees’ human right to engage in the
political process, civic activities and public policy of his or her country
without retaliation.

II.

Bases for Exclusion

We hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur in Deere’s view that it may
exclude the Proposal from the 2015 proxy materials pursuant to:

III.

x

Rule 14a-8(b)(1) and Rule 14a-8(f)(1) because the Proponent failed to provide
proof of the requisite stock ownership after receiving notice of such
deficiency;

x

Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because the Proposal deals with matters relating to the
Company’s ordinary business operations; and

x

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because Deere has substantially implemented the Proposal.

Background

Deere received the Proposal via FedEx second day delivery on September 12, 2014.
A copy of the Proposal, together with FedEx tracking information confirming that the
package was shipped on September 10, 2014, is attached hereto as Exhibit A. After
confirming that the Proponent was not a shareholder of record, in accordance with Rule 14a8(f), on September 12, 2014, Deere sent a letter to the Proponent (the “Deficiency Letter”)
via UPS requesting a written statement from the record owner of the Proponent’s shares and
a participant in the Depository Trust Company verifying that the Proponent had beneficially
owned the requisite number of shares of Deere stock continuously for at least one year
preceding and including September 10, 2014, the date of submission of the Proposal. The
Deficiency Letter also advised the Proponent that such written statement had to be submitted
to Deere within 14 calendar days of the Proponent’s receipt of the Deficiency Letter. As
suggested in Section G.3 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 (July 13, 2001) relating to eligibility
and procedural issues, the Deficiency Letter included a copy of Rule 14a-8. UPS tracking
information confirms that the Deficiency Letter was received by the Proponent on September
15, 2014. On September 18, 2014, Deere received a letter from the Proponent enclosing a
letter from UBS Financial Services Inc., dated September 17, 2014 (the “Broker Letter”).
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Copies of the Deficiency Letter, UPS tracking information and the Broker Letter are attached
hereto as Exhibit B.
Deere did not receive any further correspondence from the Proponent by the close of
the 14-day response period.
IV.

The Proposal May be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(f)(1) Because the
Proponent Failed to Supply Sufficient Documentary Support to Satisfy the
Ownership Requirements of Rule 14a-8(b)(1).

Under Rule 14a-8(b)(1), in order to be eligible to submit a proposal a shareholder
must have continuously held at least $2,000 in market value, or 1%, of the company’s
securities entitled to be voted on the proposal for at least one year by the date the proposal is
submitted and must continue to hold those securities through the date of the meeting. If the
proponent is not a registered holder, the proponent must provide proof of beneficial
ownership of the securities. Under Rule 14a-8(f)(1), a company may exclude a shareholder
proposal if the proponent fails to provide evidence that it meets the eligibility requirements of
Rule 14a-8(b), provided that the company timely notifies the proponent of the deficiency and
the proponent fails to correct the deficiency within the required time.
The Broker Letter fails to satisfy the requirements of Rule 14a-8(b)(1) because it does
not demonstrate continuous ownership of Deere stock for at least one year prior to and
including September 10, 2014, the date of submission of the Proposal. Instead, the Broker
Letter, which is dated September 17, 2014, states that “shares of the Company stock have
been beneficially owned by the National Center for Public Policy Research for more than one
year prior to the submission of its resolution.” The Broker Letter does not specify the actual
date of submission. Accordingly, the general reference to “date of submission” does not
provide any assurance that the requisite shares have been held continuously for one year prior
to and including September 10, 2014.
In Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14F (Oct. 18, 2011) (“SLB 14F”), the Staff
issued guidance on common errors shareholders can avoid when submitting proof of
ownership to companies, stating:
Although our administration of Rule 14a-8(b) is constrained by the terms of
the rule, we believe that shareholders can avoid the two errors highlighted
above by arranging to have their broker or bank provide the required
verification of ownership as of the date they plan to submit the proposal using
the following format:
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“As of [date the proposal is submitted], [name of shareholder] held, and has
held continuously for at least one year, [number of securities] shares of
[company name] [class of securities].”
While footnote 11 of SLB 14F indicates that the suggested form of verification of
ownership in the bulletin is not the exclusive format, the elements contained in the suggested
form, including the date the proposal was submitted, are all essential to verifying that the
proponent has satisfied the stock ownership requirements under Rule 14a-8(f). By excluding
one of these elements, in this case, the actual date of submission, the Broker Letter does not
provide all of the information necessary to determine whether the Proponent has owned the
requisite shares for a one-year period as of September 10, 2014 or as of another date.
In Marathon Petroleum Corp. (Jan. 30, 2014) and Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. (Jan.
30, 2014), the Staff permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(f) where the broker letter stated
that the proponent beneficially owned the shares continuously “for at least one year prior to
the date of submission of the shareholder proposal” (emphasis added). The Staff concurred
with the companies’ conclusions that the broker letters were insufficient because, although
they each contained a general reference to the date of submission of the proposal, they failed
to identify the actual date of submission. Similar to the broker letters in Marathon Petroleum
and Cliffs Natural Resources, the Broker Letter in this case contains only a general reference
to the “date of submission” and fails to identify the actual date of submission.
In addition, the Broker Letter fails to verify that the requisite shares were held
continuously during the one-year period. Although the Broker Letter identifies when shares
were purchased, it does not affirmatively state that the shares were held continuously for the
requisite one-year period. Rather, the Broker Letter simply confirms that “UBS continues to
hold the said stock.” In Bank of America Corp. (Feb. 28, 2014), the Staff permitted
exclusion under Rule 14a-8(f) because the broker letter failed to provide “documentary
support sufficiently evidencing that it satisfied the minimum ownership requirement
continuously for the one-year period as required by rule 14a-8(b)” (emphasis added). In
Bank of America, the broker letter confirmed ownership for the one-year period from
November 25, 2012 and November 25, 2013, the date of submission, and indicated that the
“market value was at least $2000.00 during the above-referenced period.” The Staff agreed
with the company’s view that “during” did not necessarily mean “continuously throughout”
and that the broker letter therefore failed to demonstrate continuous ownership of the
requisite amount of the company’s securities. See also Verizon Communications Inc. (Jan.
25, 2008) (broker letter stated that securities were held since March 2005 and were held
“consistently,” which did not satisfy Rule 14a-8(b)); Morgan Stanley (Feb. 14, 2012) (broker
letter was dated after the November 28, 2011 date of submission but only confirmed that
proponent’s shares were purchased on January 26, 2007); Yahoo! Inc. (Mar. 29, 2007)
(broker letter did not specifically verify continuous ownership).
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Nothing in Rule 14a-8(b) requires Deere to make inferences about continuous stock
ownership. Rather, it is the Proponent’s responsibility to provide proof of this in the form of
an affirmative written statement form the record holder of the proponent’s shares. The
Broker Letter cannot be read to provide assurance of continuous ownership without making
assumptions and inferences as to its intended meaning.
If the Proponent fails to follow Rule 14a-8(b), Rule 14a-8(f)(1) provides that Deere
may exclude the Proposal, but only after it has notified the Proponent in writing of the
procedural or eligibility deficiencies, as well as of the time frame for the Proponent’s
response thereto, within 14 calendar days of receiving the Proposal, and the Proponent fails
adequately to correct it. Deere has satisfied the notice requirement by sending the Deficiency
Letter and did not receive sufficient proof of ownership from the Proponent. Any further
verification the Proponent might now submit would be untimely under the Commission’s
rules. Accordingly, Deere believes the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(b) and Rule
14a-8(f)(1).
V.

The Proposal May be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7) Because the
Proposal Deals with a Matter Relating to Deere’s Ordinary Business Operations.

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), a shareholder proposal may be excluded from a company’s
proxy materials if the proposal “deals with matters relating to the company’s ordinary
business operations.” In Exchange Act Release No. 34-40018 (May 21, 1998), the
Commission stated that the policy underlying the ordinary business exclusion rests on two
central considerations. The first recognizes that certain tasks are so fundamental to
management’s ability to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a
practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight. The second consideration relates
to the degree to which the proposal seeks to “micro-manage” the company by probing too
deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which shareholders, as a group, would not be in
a position to make an informed judgment.
Consistent with these principles, the Staff has consistently permitted companies to
exclude shareholder proposals pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7) when such shareholder proposals
concern relations between companies and their employees. See, e.g., Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
(Mar. 16, 2006) (proposal requesting company policy barring intimidation of employees
exercising their right to freedom of association); Merck & Co. (Jan. 23, 1997) (proposal
requesting policy encouraging employees to express their ideas on all matters of concern
affecting the company); W.R. Grace & Co. (Feb. 29, 1996) (proposal requesting that the
company commit to creating a “high-performance” workplace based on policies of
workplace democracy and meaningful worker participation). The Staff has also consistently
permitted exclusion of shareholder proposals that relate to management of the employee
workforce. See e.g., Donaldson Co., Inc. (Sept. 13, 2006) (proposal requesting that
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management assure “appropriate ethical standards related to employee relations”); Lockheed
Martin Corp. (Jan. 20, 2004) (proposal requesting that the board direct the human resources
department to “abolish the practice of forced distribution of annual employee performance
evaluations”); Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corp. (Feb. 15, 2000) (proposal mandating that
the board form a committee to report on condition of employee “trust”); Intel Corp. (Mar. 18,
1999) (proposal requesting an employee bill of rights).
More recently, in Bank of America Corp. (Feb. 14, 2012), the Staff permitted the
exclusion of a proposal requesting that the company’s policy be revised to “specifically
include protection to engage in free speech outside the job context, and to participate freely
in the political process without fear of discrimination or other repercussions on the job.” In
its response, the Staff noted that the proposal related to the company’s policies concerning its
employees. Similar to the proposal in Bank of America, the Proposal in this case seeks to
allow employees to “engage in the political process, civic activities and public policy …
without retaliation,” supports a policy that “protects employee speech or political activity
from employer retaliation” and advocates a policy that would prevent “[e]mployment
discrimination on the basis of political affiliation, policy views or civic activity.” The
common theme in both the Proposal and the proposal in Bank of America is the adoption of
policies that allow employees to engage freely in the political process without fear of
employment discrimination or retaliation, which the Staff concurred in Bank of America,
relates to a company’s ordinary business operations – relations between the company and its
employees. The Proposal also relates to management of Deere’s workforce insofar as it
seeks to have Deere maintain “a competitive advantage in recruiting and retaining employees
from the widest possible talent pool” since, in the Proponent’s view, employment
discrimination based on civic or political participation “diminishes employee morale and
productivity.”
Because the Proposal relates to Deere’s relationship with its employees and the
management of its workforce, Deere believes that the Proposal may be excluded from its
proxy materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7).
VI.

The Proposal May be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because Deere Has
Substantially Implemented the Proposal.

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) permits a company to exclude a shareholder proposal if the
company has already substantially implemented the proposal. The Commission adopted the
“substantially implemented” standard in 1983 after determining that the “previous formalistic
application” of the rule defeated its purpose, which is to “avoid the possibility of
shareholders having to consider matters which already have been favorably acted upon by the
management.” See Exchange Act Release No. 34-20091 (Aug. 16, 1983) (the “1983
Release”) and Exchange Act Release No. 12598 (July 7, 1976). Accordingly, the actions
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requested by a proposal need not be “fully effected” provided that they have been
“substantially implemented” by the company. See 1983 Release.
Applying this standard, the Staff has consistently permitted the exclusion of a
proposal when it has determined that the company’s policies, practices and procedures or
public disclosures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal such that the
company’s actions satisfactorily address the proposal’s underlying concerns and essential
objective. See, e.g., Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (Mar. 27, 2014); Peabody Energy Corp. (Feb. 25,
2014); The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (Feb. 12, 2014); Hewlett-Packard Co. (Dec. 18,
2013); Deere & Co. (Nov. 13, 2012); Duke Energy Corp. (Feb. 21, 2012); Exelon Corp.
(Feb. 26, 2010); ConAgra Foods, Inc. (July 3, 2006); The Gap, Inc. (Mar. 16, 2001);
Nordstrom, Inc. (Feb. 8, 1995); Texaco, Inc. (Mar. 28, 1991).
In this case, Deere’s existing policies and practices substantially implement the
Proposal. Specifically, Deere’s Code of Business Conduct (the “Code of Conduct”), a copy
of which is attached hereto as Exhibit C and is publicly available on Deere’s website at
http://www.deere.com/en_US/docs/Corporate/investor_relations/pdf/corporategovernance/co
de_of_business_conduct.pdf, Policy Against Discrimination & Harassment (the “AntiDiscrimination Policy”), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit D, and Code of
Conduct training courses address the Proposal’s underlying concerns and essential objective
of prohibiting and preventing employment discrimination based on civic and political
participation.
Section 2 of the Code of Conduct states that Deere believes in creating “an inclusive
environment” with a “diverse range of backgrounds, talents and perspectives” and “foster[s]
a working environment that promotes respect and acceptance.” The Code of Conduct also
affirms Deere’s commitment to maintaining a positive work environment where, regardless
of one’s differences, employees “can work without fear of discrimination, harassment or
retaliation” (emphasis added). The Code of Conduct further provides that “[e]mployment
decisions – for example, hiring, promotions, terminations and transfers – are based on
individual merit.” Accordingly, Deere has a clear policy against employment discrimination
or retaliation of any kind. Moreover, Section 6 of the Code of Conduct states that employees
“are encouraged to participate freely in the political process.” As such, Deere employees are
not only free to engage but affirmatively encouraged to engage in political and civic activities
without fear of employment discrimination or retaliation, which directly furthers the
Proposal’s goal of “protect[ing] employees’ human right to engage in the political process”
and “ensur[ing] a respectful atmosphere for all employees.”
In addition, Deere’s Anti-Discrimination Policy provides that “[d]iscrimination or
harassment … of any employee, group of employees, or other individuals interacting with the
Company is a violation of this policy and is therefore prohibited,” and confirms Deere’s
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commitment to “maintaining a positive and productive business environment that supports
individual dignity and is free from harassment or other forms of discrimination.” Finally,
Deere requires all salaried employees to complete mandatory training courses addressing
topics in the Code of Conduct, including anti-discrimination, and as set forth in the AntiDiscrimination Policy, “[a]ll employees of the Company are responsible for creating a
working environment that is free from discrimination and harassment.”
The Staff has concurred in the exclusion of proposals based on substantial
implementation when the proposal requests that the company take an action that is a subset
of a practice or policy already in place at the company. For example, in Talbots Inc. (Apr. 5,
2002) the Staff permitted exclusion of a proposal requesting a code of conduct based on
International Labor Organization human rights standards, despite the proponent’s view that
the company’s “anti-discrimination provision is not as comprehensive as the one in the
Proposal as it does not specifically mention political opinion or social origin” (emphasis
added). The company argued that while its code of conduct did not expressly refer to
“political opinion or social origin” it covered “anti-discrimination, in all aspects,” including
“other personal characteristics or beliefs.” See also PepsiCo, Inc. (Feb. 14, 2013) (permitting
exclusion of a proposal requesting that the company amend its sexual orientation policy and
diversity training programs to explicitly prohibit discrimination based on “ex-gay status”
where the company’s policies did not explicitly mention “ex-gay status” but already
prohibited discrimination based on sexual orientation, which would include “ex-gay status”
as a subset of sexual orientation).
The Proposal seeks to revise the Code of Conduct to specifically address employment
discrimination based on civic or political participation. Deere’s policies and training
programs already prohibit any form of employment discrimination and retaliation, which
would include discrimination and retaliation based on an employee’s civic or political
participation. Moreover, Deere’s employees “are encouraged to participate freely in the
political process.” Where a company has already acted favorably on an issue addressed in a
shareholder proposal, Rule 14a-8(i)(10) does not require the company and its shareholders to
reconsider the issue. Accordingly, Deere believes that its policies and practices substantially
implement the Proposal and that the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(10).
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VII.

Conclusion

Based upon the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it
will take no action if Deere excludes the Proposal from its 2015 proxy materials. Should the
Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter, or should any additional
information be desired in support of Deere's position, we would appreciate the opportunity to
confer with the Staff concerning these matters prior to the issuance of the Staff's response.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at (309) 765-5161.
Very truly yo~

~s

Corporate Secretary and
Associate General Counsel

Enclosures
cc:

Justin Danhof
National Center for Public Policy Research

THE NATIONAL CENTER

*** RESEARCH
FOR PUBLIC POLICY

EXHIBIT A

Amy M. Rideno ur

David A. Ridenour

President

Vice President

Via FedEx
September l 0, 2014
Mr. Gregory R. Noe
Corporate Secretary
Deere & Company
One John Deere Place
Moline. Illinois 61265-8098
Dear Mr. Noe,
I hereby s ubmit the enclosed shareholder proposal ("Proposal") for inclusion in the Deere
& Company (the "Company") proxy statement to be circulated to Company shareholders
in conjunction with the next annual meeting of shareholders . The Proposal is submitted
under Rul e 14(a)-8 (Proposals of Security Holders) of the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission's proxy regulation s.
I submit the Proposal as General Counsel of the National Center tor Public Policy
Research, which has continuously owned Deere & Company stock with a value
exceedin g $2 ,000 for a year prior to and including the date of this Proposal and which
intends to hold these shares through the date of the Company's 2015 annual meeting of
sharehold ers .
A Proof of Ownership letter is forthcoming and will be delivered to the Company.
Copies of correspondence or a request for a "no-action" letter should be forwarded to
Justin Danhof, Esq, General Counsel, National Center For Public Policy Research , 50 I
Ca pitol Court NE , Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20002.
Sincerely,

~D~
Justin Danhof, Esq.
Enclosure: Shareholder Pro posal - Civic and Political Non-Discrimination Principles

501 Capitol Court. N.E., Suite 200
Washin gto n, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-41 10 *Fax (202) 54 3-5975
info@nati onalcenrer. o rg

* ww\v.narionalcenter. org

Civic and Political Non-Discrimination Principles

Whereas , John Deere does not explicitly prohibit employment discrimination based on
political activities, voting, policy views or civic engagement.
Whereas, we believe that corporations that prohibit discrimination based on political and
policy views and activities have a competitive advantage in recruiting and retaining
employees from the widest possible talent pool.
Whereas, America was founded on the ideal of a representative government with the duty
of protecting the rights of its citizens -to wit, the Declaration of Independence makes
clear that " to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their
just powe rs from the consent of the governed." 1 And in establishing the republic, the
Founding Fathers explicitly made it clear that our novel system was designed to protect
2
minority factions, as James Madison explained in Federalist Paper No. 10.
Whereas, the United Nations ' "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" provides that
" [e]veryone has the right to take part in the government of his country," and that "[t]he
will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be
expressed in periodic and genuine elections. " 3

Resolved, the shareholder urges the Board of Directors to adopt, implement and enforce
a revised company-wide Code of Conduct that includes an anti-discrimination policy that
protects employees' human right to engage in the political process, civic activities and
public policy of his or her country without retaliation.

Supporting Statement
In the 2012 election. more than 130 million Americans cast ballots. 4
Save from basic life functions such as eating and sleeping, there is hardly an act that is
done by more Americans than voting.
Furthermore. approximately half of all Americans live in a jurisdiction that "protects
employee speech or political activity from employer retaliation." 5
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Some of America's most successful corporations explicitly protect these basic human
rights of employees. The employee code of Coca-Cola, for example, pledges, ·'Your job
will not be affected by your personal political views or your choice in political
contributions."
Employment discrimination on the basis of political affiliation, policy views or civic
activity dimini shes employee morale and productivity and can impose undue influence on
the political process of a nation. Because state and local laws are inconsistent with
respect to this type of employment discrimination, 6 and quality employees are attracted to
a Company that respects their basic human rights, our Company would benefit greatly
from a consistent, corporate-wide policy to prevent such discrimination and ensure a
respectful atmosphere for all employees.

m

EXHIBIT B
Deere & Company
Law Department
One John Deere Place, Moline, IL 61265 USA
Phone: 309-765-5161
Fax (309) 749-0085
Email: DaviesToddE@JohnDeere.com

JOHNDEERE

Todd E. Davies
Corporate Secretary &
Associate General Counsel

September 12, 2014

VIA UPS
Justin Danhof, Esq.
General Counsel
National Center for Public Policy
Research
501 Capitol Court NE, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20002
RE:

Notice of Deficiency

Dear Mr. Danhof:
I am writing to acknowledge receipt of the shareholder proposal (the
"Proposal") you submitted on behalf of the National Center for Public Policy
Research (the "Proponent") to Deere & Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, for inclusion in Deere's proxy
materials for the 2015 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the "Annual Meeting").

Under the proxy rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
"SEC"), in order to be eligible to submit a proposal for the Annual Meeting, a
proponent must have continuously held at least $2,000 in market value of Deere's
common stock for at least one year, preceding and including the date that the
proposal was submitted. For your reference, a copy of Rule 14a-8 is attached to this
letter as Exhibit A.
Our records indicate that the Proponent is not a registered holder of Deere
common stock. Please provide a written statement from the record holder of the
Proponent's shares (usually a bank or broker) and a participant in the Depository
Trust Company (DTC) verifying that, at the time you submitted the Proposal, which
was September 10, 2014, the Proponent had beneficially held the requisite number of
shares of Deere common stock continuously for at least one year preceding and
including September 10,2014.
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In order to determine if the bank or broker holding the Proponent's shares is a
DTC participant, you can check the DTC's participant list, which is currently
available on the Internet at
http://www.dtcc.com/downloads/membership/directories/dtc/ alpha.pdf. Ifthe bank
or broker holding the Proponent's shares is not a DTC participant, you also will need
to obtain proof of ownership from the DTC participant through which the shares are
held. You should be able to find out who this DTC participant is by asking the
Proponent's broker or bank. If the DTC participant knows the Proponent's broker or
bank's holdings, but does not know the Proponent's holdings, you can satisfy Rule
14a-8 by obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership statements verifying that,
at the time the Proposal was submitted, the required amount of shares were
continuously held for at least one year- one from the Proponent's broker or bank
confirming your ownership, and the other from the DTC participant confirming the
broker or bank's ownership. For additional information regarding the acceptable
methods of proving the Proponent's ownership of the minimum number of shares of
Deere common stock, please see Rule 14a-8(b)(2) in Exhibit A.
The SEC rules require that the documentation be postmarked or transmitted
electronically to us no later than 14 calendar days from the date you receive this
letter. Once we receive this documentation, we will be in a position to determine
whether the Proposal is eligible for inclusion in the proxy materials for the Annual
Meeting. Deere reserves the right to seek relief from the SEC as appropriate.

~~4-------Todd E. Davies
Corporate Secretary and
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure

EXHIBIT A
[ATTACHED]

§240.14a-8 Shareholder Proposals
This section addresses when a company must include a shareholder's proposal in its proxy statement and identify the
proposal in its form of proxy when the company holds an annual or special meeting of shareholders. In summary, in order to
have your shareholder proposal included on a company's proxy card, and included along with any supporting statement in its
proxy statement, you must be eligible and follow certain procedures . Under a few specific circumstances, the company is
permitted to exclude your proposal, but only after submitting its reasons to the Commission. We structured this section in a
question-and-answer format so that it is easier to understand. The references to "you" are to a shareholder seeking to submit
the proposal.

(a)

Question 1: What is a proposal?

A shareholder proposal is your recommendation or requirement that the company and/or its board of directors take
action, which you intend to present at a meeting of the company's shareholders. Your proposal should state as clearly as
possible the course of action that you believe the company should follow. If your proposal is placed on the company's
proxy card, the company must also provide in the form of proxy means for shareholders to specify by boxes a choice
between approval or disapproval, or abstention. Unless otherwise indicated, the word "proposal" as used in this section
refers both to your proposal , and to your corresponding statement in support of your proposal (if any).

(b) Question 2: Who is eligible to submit a proposal, and how do I demonstrate to the company that I am
eligible?

(1)

In order to be eligible to submit a proposal , you must have continuously held at least $2,000 in market value, or
1%, of the company's securities entitled to be voted on the proposal at the meeting for at least one year by the date
you submit the proposal. You must continue to hold those securities through the date of the meeting.
(2) If you are the registered holder of your securities, which means that your name appears in the company's
records as a shareholder, the company can verify your eligibility on its own , although you will still have to provide the
company with a written statement that you intend to continue to hold the securities through the date of the meeting of
shareholders. However, if like many shareholders you are not a reg istered holder, the company likely does not know
that you are a shareholder, or how many shares you own . In this case, at the time you submit your proposal, you must
prove your eligibility to the company in one of two ways:

(i)

The first way is to submit to the company a written statement from the "record" holder of your securities
(usually a broker or bank) verifying that, at the time you submitted your proposal , you continuously held the
securities for at least one year. You must also include your own written statement that you intend to continue to
hold the securities through the date of the meeting of shareholders; or

(ii) The second way to prove ownership applies only if you have filed a Schedule 130 (§240.13d-1 01 ), Schedule
13G (§240.13d-1 02), Form 3 (§249 .103 of this chapter), Form 4 (§249.1 04 of this chapter) and/or Form 5
(§249.105 of this chapter), or amendments to those documents or updated forms , reflecting your ownership of the
shares as of or before the date on which the one-year eligibility period begins. If you have filed one of these
documents with the SEC , you may demonstrate your eligibility by submitting to the company:
(A) A copy of the schedule and/or form , and any subsequent amendments reporting a change in your
ownership level;
(B) Your written statement that you continuously held the required number of shares for the one -year period
as of the date of the statement; and

(C) Your written statement that you intend to continue ownership of the shares through the date of the
company's annual or special meeting.
(c)

Question 3: How many proposals may I submit?

Each shareholder may submit no more than one proposal to a company for a particular shareholders' meeting.

(d)

Question 4: How long can my proposal be?

The proposal, including any accompanying supporting statement, may not exceed 500 words.

(e)

Question 5: What is the deadline for submitting a proposal?

(1) If you are submitting your proposal for the company's annual meeting, you can in most cases find the deadline in
last year's proxy statement. However, if the company did not hold an annual meeting last year, or has changed the
date of its meeting for this year more than 30 days from last year's meeting, you can usually find the deadline in one
of the company's quarterly reports on Form 10-Q (§249.308a of this chapter), or in shareholder reports of investment
companies under §270.30d-1 of this chapter of the Investment Company Act of 1940. In order to avoid controversy,
shareholders should submit their proposals by means, including electronic means, that permit them to prove the date
of delivery.

(2) The deadline is calculated in the following manner if the proposal is submitted for a regularly scheduled annual
meeting . The proposal must be received at the company's principal executive offices not less than 120 calendar days
before the date of the company's proxy statement released to shareholders in connection with the previous year's
annual meeting. However, if the company did not hold an annual meeting the previous year, or if the date of this
year's annual meeting has been changed by more than 30 days from the date of the previous year's meeting, then the
deadline is a reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its proxy materials.
(3) If you are submitting your proposal for a meeting of shareholders other than a regularly scheduled annual
meeting, the deadline is a reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its proxy materials.

(f) Question 6: What if I fail to follow one of the eligibility or procedural requirements explained in answers to
Questions 1 through 4 of this section?
(1) The company may exclude your proposal, but only after it has notified you of the problem, and you have failed
adequately to correct it. Within 14 calendar days of receiving your proposal, the company must notify you in writing of
any procedural or eligibility deficiencies, as well as of the time frame for your response. Your response must be
postmarked, or transmitted electronically, no later than 14 days from the date you received the company's notification.
A company need not provide you such notice of a deficiency if the deficiency cannot be remedied, such as if you fail
to submit a proposal by the company's properly determined deadline. If the company intends to exclude the proposal,
it will later have to make a submission under §240.14a-8 and provide you with a copy under Question 10 below,
§240.14a-8U).
(2) If you fail in your promise to hold the required number of securities through the date of the meeting of
shareholders, then the company will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals from its proxy materials for any
meeting held in the following two calendar years.
(g) Question 7: Who has the burden of persuading the Commission or its staff that my proposal can be
excluded?
Except as otherwise noted, the burden is on the company to demonstrate that it is entitled to exclude a proposal.
(h)

Question 8: Must I appear personally at the shareholders' meeting to present the proposal?
(1) Either you, or your representative who is qualified under state law to present the proposal on your behalf, must
attend the meeting to present the proposal. Whether you attend the meeting yourself or send a qualified
representative to the meeting in your place, you should make sure that you, or your representative, follow the proper
state law procedures for attending the meeting and/or presenting your proposal.
(2) If the company holds its shareholder meeting in whole or in part via electronic media , and the company permits
you or your representative to present your proposal via such media, then you may appear through electronic media
rather than traveling to the meeting to appear in person.
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(3) If you or your qualified representative fail to appear and present the proposal, without good cause, the company
will be permitted to exclude all of your proposals from its proxy materials for any meetings held in the following two
calendar years .

(i) Question 9: If I have complied with the procedural requirements, on what other bases may a company rely to
exclude my proposal?
(1) Improper under state law: If the proposal is not a proper subject for action by shareholders under the laws of the
jurisdiction of the company's organization ;

Note to paragraph (i)(1) : Depending on the subject matter, some proposals are not considered proper under state law
if they would be binding on the company if approved by shareholders. In our experience, most proposals that are cast
as recommendations or requests that the board of directors take specified action are proper under state law.
Accordingly, we will assume that a proposal drafted as a recommendation or suggestion is proper unless the company
demonstrates otherwise.
(2) Violation of law: If the proposal would, if implemented , cause the company to violate any state, federal, or
foreign law to which it is subject;

Note to paragraph (i)(2) : We will not apply this basis for exclusion to permit exclusion of a proposal on grounds that it
would violate foreign law if compliance with the foreign law would result in a violation of any state or federal law.
(3) Violation of proxy rules: If the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to any of the Commission's proxy
rules, including §240.14a-9, which prohibits materially false or misleading statements in proxy soliciting materials;
(4) Personal grievance; special interest: If the proposal relates to the redress of a personal claim or grievance
against the company or any other person, or if it is designed to result in a benefit to you, or to further a personal
interest, which is not shared by the other shareholders at large;
(5) Relevance: If the proposal relates to operations which account for less than 5 percent of the company's total
assets at the end of its most recent fiscal year, and for less than 5 percent of its net earnings and gross sales for its
most recent fiscal year, and is not otherwise significantly related to the company's business;
(6)

Absence of power/authority: If the company would lack the power or authority to implement the proposal ;

(7) Management functions: If the proposal deals with a matter relating to the company's ordinary business
operations;

Director elections: If the proposal:

(8)
(i)

(ii)

Would disqualify a nominee who is standing for election;
Would remove a director from office before his or her term expired ;

(iii)

Questions the competence, business judgment, or character of one or more nominees or directors;

(iv)
or

Seeks to include a specific individual in the company's proxy materials for election to the board of directors;

(v)

Otherwise could affect the outcome of the upcoming election of directors.

(9) Conflicts with company's proposal: If the proposal directly conflicts with one of the company's own proposals to
be submitted to shareholders at the same meeting ;

Note to paragraph (i)(9): A company's submission to the Commission under this section should specify the points of
conflict with the company's proposal.
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Substantially implemented: If the company has already substantially implemented the proposal;

(1 0)

Note to paragraph (i)(10): A company may exclude a shareholder proposal that would provide an advisory vote or
seek future advisory votes to approve the compensation of executives as disclosed pursuant to Item 402 of
Regulation S-K (§229.402 of this chapter) or any successor to Item 402 (a "say-on-pay vote") or that relates to the
frequency of say-on-pay votes, provided that in the most recent shareholder vote required by §240.14a-21 (b) of this
chapter a single year (i.e., one, two, or three years) received approval of a majority of votes cast on the matter and the
company has adopted a policy on the frequency of say-on-pay votes that is consistent with the choice of the majority
of votes cast in the most recent shareholder vote required by §240.14a-21 (b) of this chapter.
(11) Duplication: If the proposal substantially duplicates another proposal previously submitted to the company by
another proponent that will be included in the company's proxy materials for the same meeting;

(12) Resubmissions: If the proposal deals with substantially the same subject matter as another proposal or
proposals that has or have been previously included in the company's proxy materials within the preceding 5 calendar
years, a company may exclude it from its proxy materials for any meeting held within 3 calendar years of the last time
it was included if the proposal received:
(i)

Less than 3% of the vote if proposed once within the preceding 5 calendar years;

(ii) Less than 6% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed twice previously within the
preceding 5 calendar years; or
(iii) Less than 10% of the vote on its last submission to shareholders if proposed three times or more previously
within the preceding 5 calendar years; and

Specific amount of dividends: If the proposal relates to specific amounts of cash or stock dividends.

(13)

(j)

Question 1 0: What procedures must the company follow if it intends to exclude my proposal?

(1) If the company intends to exclude a proposal from its proxy materials, it must file its reasons with the
Commission no later than 80 calendar days before it files its definitive proxy statement and form of proxy with the
Commission. The company must simultaneously provide you with a copy of its submission . The Commission staff may
permit the company to make its submission later than 80 days before the company files its definitive proxy statement
and form of proxy, if the company demonstrates good cause for missing the deadline.

(2)

The company must file six paper copies of the following:
(i)

The proposal;

(ii) An explanation of why the company believes that it may exclude the proposal, which should, if possible, refer
to the most recent applicable authority, such as prior Division letters issued under the rule; and
(iii)
(k)

A supporting opinion of counsel when such reasons are based on matters of state or foreign law.

Question 11: May I submit my own statement to the Commission responding to the company's arguments?

Yes, you may submit a response, but it is not required. You should try to submit any response to us, with a copy to the
company, as soon as possible after the company makes its submission. This way, the Commission staff will have time to
consider fully your submission before it issues its response. You should submit six paper copies of your response.

(I)

Question 12: If the company includes my shareholder proposal in its proxy materials, what information
about me must it include along with the proposal itself?

(1) The company's proxy statement must include your name and address, as well as the number of the company's
voting securities that you hold. However, instead of providing that information, the company may instead include a
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statement that it will provide the information to shareholders promptly upon receiving an oral or written request.

(2)

The company is not responsible for the contents of your proposal or supporting statement.

(m) Question 13: What can I do if the company includes in its proxy statement reasons why it believes
shareholders should not vote in favor of my proposal, and I disagree with some of its statements?
(1) The company may elect to include in its proxy statement reasons why it believes shareholders should vote
against your proposal. The company is allowed to make arguments reflecting its own point of view, just as you may
express your own point of view in your proposal's supporting statement.
(2) However, if you believe that the company's opposition to your proposal contains materially false or misleading
statements that may violate our anti-fraud rule, §240.14a-9, you should promptly send to the Commission staff and
the company a letter explaining the reasons for your view, along with a copy of the company's statements opposing
your proposal. To the extent possible, your letter should include specific factual information demonstrating the
inaccuracy of the company's claims. Time permitting, you may wish to try to work out your differences with the
company by yourself before contacting the Commission staff.
(3) We require the company to send you a copy of its statements opposing your proposal before it sends its proxy
materials, so that you may bring to our attention any materially false or misleading statements, under the following
timeframes :
(i) If our no-action response requires that you make revisions to your proposal or supporting statement as a
condition to requiring the company to include it in its proxy materials, then the company must provide you with a
copy of its opposition statements no later than 5 calendar days after the company receives a copy of your revised
proposal; or

(ii) In all other cases, the company must provide you with a copy of its opposition statements no later than 30
calendar days before its files definitive copies of its proxy statement and form of proxy under §240.14a-6.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER
***

FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH

Amy M. Ridenour

David A. Ridenour

Chairman

President

Via FedEx
September 17, 2014
Mr. Todd E. Davies
Corporate secretary
Deere & Company
Law Department
One John Deere Place
Moline, Illinois 61265

Dear Mr. Davies,
Enclosed please find a Proof of Ownership letter hom UBS Financial Services Inc. in
connection with the shareholder proposal submitted under Rule 14(a)-8 (Proposals of
Security Holders) of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission's proxy
regulations by the National Center for Public Policy Research to Deere & Company on
September 10,2014.

Sincerely ,

Justin Danho1: Esq.
Enclosure: Proof of Ownership Letter

501 Capitol Court, N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-4110 *Fax (202) 543-5975
info@nationalcenter.org www.nationalcenter.org

*
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September l 7, 2014

Ytr. Todd E. Davies

Corporate se~:rdary
Deere & Company
Law Department
One John Deere Place
Moline, lllinois 61265

Dear Mr. Davies.
UBS holds s.- shares of Deere & C ompany (the ''Co mpany"} ~:om mon srock benefi cially
ftlr the 1\ational Center for Public Poli cy Research. the proponent of the shareho lder
proposal submitted to Deere & Company in accordance with Rule l4(a)-8 of the
Sccuriti<.:s and Lxchange /\ct of 1934. The shares ofthe Company stock have been
beneficially owned b: the National Center f(Jr Public Policy Research for more than o ne
;ear pnor to the submission of its resolution. lhe shares were purchased on October 29.
2009. and UBS continues to hold the said stock.
If you should have an) questions regarding this matter. p lease give me a eal l. My
telephone number is 202-585-5412.
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Dianne Scott
UBS Financial Services lnc.

ec: Justin Danho[ Esq., Na tional C enter for Publi c Policy Research
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John Deere Colleagues

Generations of hard work and honest achievement have made John Deere a name that elic its
esteem and trust throughout the w orld. Our record of success is due in no small part to an
unwavering commitment to ethical behavior and doing the right things in the right way. Such a
dedication to integrity is critical to sustaining great business performance and achieving our
future goals.
Our Code of Business Conduct stresses our continued comm itment to ethical behavio r and ensures our processes and
approaches are relevant to today's dynamic regulatory environment.
This is a time of change for John Deere. Competitive demands, legal requirements and customer expectations have never been
greater. We are pushing ourselves harder too, raising the bar for sales growth, profitability and global expansion. That said,
regardless of the challenges that might arise in reaching ou r goals, our commitment to how we do business is not subject to
revision or reconsideration.
I encourage you to read this document carefully and thoroughly. Think about how its guidance applies t o you and your work
Consider how your actions and decisions affect others, including customers and colleagues. M ost important. ask yo urself
what you can do to uphold and strengthen the standards of honor and integrity that have defi ned our comp any so well for
so long.
Thanks for your trust in John Deere- and for your efforts to ensure that our custome rs and other key constituenc ies
continue placing their trust in us as well.

Sincerely,

~~tL
Samuel R. Allen
Cha1rman an d Chief Exec utive Officer
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Section 1

How We Demonstrate Our Commitment
We off represent John Deere in everything we do. In doing so, we don't just meet expectations.
We go above and beyond. We oct with integrity, accountability and honesty. This helps us
grow as a company and earn the support of others.
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Applying our Code and shared expectations
At John Deere, we make a commitment to our stakeholders: that we'll do business with integrity. This means telling the
truth. keeping our word and treating others with fairness and respect. We conduct our business openly. honestly and fairly
We measure our accomplishments by how we achieve them as well as by the results themselves.
We honor human rights and respect the individual dignity of all persons globally. Our pledge to human rights requires that
we understand and carry out our responsibilities consistent with company values and practices.
The John Deere Code of Business Conduct (our "Code") outlines how we can and must demonstrate our commitment to
integrity. As the laws that govern our global business evolve, our Code changes to accommodate new rules and policies
It's important that those doing business on behalf of John Deere do so in ways consistent with our values. As such, our
Code. Our Guiding Principles and policies apply to all John Deere employees, subsidiaries and controlled affiliates. Relevant
parts also apply by agreement to contingent workers. consultants, agents and independent contractors. Non -controlled
affiliates are encouraged to comply as well.
If we learn of violations of our Code, policies, or the law. we will take prompt action. This may include terminating our
business or employment relationship with the party or employee in question.
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S£lction 1

How We Demonstrate Our Commitment

Q: Who are "we"?

As John Deere employees, weare required to:

A: Througho ut thrs Cod e, the t erm "we" is

-

Read and understand our Code, work-specific policies, and Our Guiding Principles, and incorporate them into our work
and behaviors

-

Report potential illegal behavior, violations of our Code or referenced policies

-

Not retaliate against an employee for making a report
Fully cooperate with company investigations

used to describe employees and officers of
Deere & Company and its subsidraries and
controlled affilrates ("John Deere"). We share
a responsibrlity to follo w our Code, polr cres
and the laws and regulations that apply to
our work

- Complete all required training on time
- Ask questions when we're unsure
If you are a manager at John Deere, you have additional responsibilities:
-

Promote the Code, work-specific policies, and Our Guiding Principles, incorporating them into employees' work
Allow employees the time required to complete training on time and certify their compliance with the Code

- Set a positive example through your own behavior
-

Make sure your employees know they can come to you with questions and concerns, and that you'll listen and
respond appropriately

-

Do not make promises to employees beyond your authority, such as immunity or anonymity when they share a concern

-

Do not create policies, rules or guidelines that are less restrictive than the Code

While circumstances may dictate otherwise, employees should generally keep investigations confidential unless prohibited
by applicable law.

Complying with the law
John Deere is a United States-based company with global operations. This means we follow laws in the places where we do
business. It also means there may be situations where we must follow United States laws. Laws include legally binding
regulations, directives and codes. Where laws may conflict with each other or our Code, we are expected to contact the
legal department so they may properly address the conflict.
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S£lction 1

How We Demonstrate Our Commitment
Understanding consequences for noncompliance
Remember: it is our responsibility to follow our Code, company policies and the law. Complia nee is not optional. Failure to
comply can carry serious consequences for the company. It can also carry serious consequences for you, including fines,
civil and criminal penalties and termination. Disciplinary action will follow human resource policy and the data privacy,
confidentiality, employment and labor laws of the country of employment. If you have questions or concerns about our
Code or any of the rules, regulations, policies or laws that apply to your work, raise them with those individuals specified in
the Code before taking action.

Making proper decisions and seeking assistance
Each of us must do the best we can to make good decisions. Even as capable individuals with good judgment and the best
intentions, we may not always know the proper course of action to take. Our Code- along with other company policies,
procedures, standards and resources- is designed to help us make proper decisions. You should follow the strictest
applicable rule.
After reviewing the Code and related material, ask yourself a few questions to help make the right decision:
-

Am I following the strictest rule in the Code or applicable policy?
Am I being honest?
What would others think?

-

Would I feel comfortable if my actions were reported in the news?
How might others be affected by my choice?
How would my decision impact the John Deere reputation?

Sometimes it helps to talk through concerns to identify the problem and devise a solution. In these situations. you should
talk with your manager and discuss your questions and concerns.
At times, we may need additional help to resolve a complex issue. If so, you may contact your Compliance Ambassador,
Center for Globa I Business Conduct staff or someone else listed on the Code Resource Contact List.
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How We Demonstrate Our Commitment
Reporting and non-retaliation
We all share a responsibility to report concerns of actual or potential misconduct. This includes violations of the Code,
referenced policies and the law. If you witness or otherwise learn a bout a potentia I violation or an illegal act. or are asked
to commit one yourself, you must immediately,
-

Your immediate manager
Your manager's manager

and without investigating,

report it to one of the following:

-

Your Human Resources or Labor Relations contact

-

Your Complia nee Ambassador or Center for Global Business Conduct staff
The Director of Finance/Accounting with responsibility for the a rea

-

The Office of the General Counsel with responsibility for the area

-

Deere & Company Vice President, Internal Audit
Deere & Company Chief Compliance Officer

-

Deere & Company Senior Vice President and General Counsel

-

The John Deere Compliance Hotline

The John Deere Compliance Hotline is operated by an independent company. It is available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, in multiple languages. The Hotline can be used by anyone within or outside of John Deere to make a confidential
report. To access country-specific Hotline information, see the posters on display at each unit or go to the John Deere
intra net, which lists country-specific phone numbers. You also may access the John Deere Compliance Hotline website to
make a report, or write to the John Deere Complia nee Hotline at:
Compliance Hotline Committee
P.O. Box 1192
Moline, IL 61266-1192
USA
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S£lction 1

How We Demonstrate Our Commitment
Our company takes every report seriously. If you report a known or suspected violation, be assured it will be addressed
thoroughly and promptly. After making a report to the Hotline by phone or internet, you will receive an access code you can
use to view the status online, submit supplemental information or respond to requests for additional information.
John Deere will not tolerate anyone taking action against you forma king a report. This is true even if an investigation does
not uncover any actual misconduct. If you feel that you have experienced retaliation at John Deere because you submitted
a report you should discuss the issue immediately with any of the resources listed on the previous page.
For more information on making reports and what happens when a report is filed, please see the following policy found on
the Global Policy Index:

- Global Reporting of Potential Business Conduct Violations and Anti-Retaliation Policy

Learning about compliance
Our Code is a valuable tool forma king the right decisions, but it isn't our only resource. Our company a Iso provides various
training courses dealing with the topics outlined in this Code, giving us more detail and direction in difficult areas. You must
complete all required training courses on time.

Certifying our compliance
We are expected to complete a complia nee certification annually, and report potential or existing conflicts of interest when
required throughout the year. The online Compliance Certification Process and Conflict of Interest Reporting system can be
found at https://compliance.deere.com/coi/compliancelogin.do. Complia nee with these processes serves two purposes:
-

It lets our company know that we have read, reviewed and understood the expectations at John Deere
It allows the company to maintain a record of potential and existing conflicts of interest and gifts received
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Section 2

How We Treat Others in Our Workplace
At John Deere, we set ourselves aport from the competition through the contributions of our
people. We foster a working environment that promotes respect and acceptance. Working
together, we remain on employer of choice.
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Creating an inclusive environment
Having a diverse range of backgrounds, talents and perspectives puts our company in a unique position to understand
customer needs across the globe. Our combination of cultures and experiences allows us to make key connections with our
stakeholders and ensures the continued success of our brand. It is important that we maintain this balance by treating
each other with respect even when our differences set us apart. We work together to make sure our workplace is inclusive
and productive. These same principles apply outside the office when on company business.

Acting with mutual respect
At John Deere, we strive to provide a positive work environment. This means that regardless of our differences, we can work
without fear of discrimination, harassment or retaliation. Employment decisions- for example: hiring. promotions. terminations
and transfers- are based on ind ividua I merit.
John Deere does not tolerate discrimination related to any of the following
- Race
- Color
- Religion
-Age
- Sex, sexual orientation or gender
-

ft

National origin or geographic background
Disability
Any other classification protected by applicable law
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S£lction 7.

How We Treat Others in Our Workplace

Q: I had a recent business trip with my

Similarly, John Deere does not tolerate harassment of any kind, whether written, verba I, physical or visual. Although laws
and behaviora I customs can vary from country to country, at John Deere, harassment is not accepted or tolerated. Some
examples of harassing behavior include:

manager and a few of my colleagues
At drnner, they were loud and obnoxrous,
and told inappropnate jokes. Therr behavror
made me uncomfortable, and I'm startrng
to dread having to work with them. What
can I do?

A: Ideally, you would have said something
to them at the time of the incrdent, and they
would have stopped the inappropriate
behavror If you didn't feel comfortable saying
something at the time, or still feel uncomfortable
with the situatron, it's tr me for you to let the
company know. We are all expected to be
on our best behavior whrle representrng
John Deere, includrng while travelrng. Not
only were your colleagues' actions reflectrng
poorly on John Deere, they were also making
you uncomfortable. You should report the
behavror immediately John Deere wrll not
tolerate any retaliation against you for
making a report

- Inappropriate or offensive jokes and comments
- Inappropriate conduct or contact
- Threats
- Sexually suggestive statements or actions
If you witness or experience any form of discrimination or harassment you need to report it right away. John Deere will not
tolerate retaliation against anyone making a report.
For more information, please see the following policy found on the Global Policy Index:

- Policy Against Discrimination & Harassment

Creating a safe and healthy place to work
We work hard and with purpose at John Deere. We strive to work as safely as possible. We avoid unnecessary risks to
ourselves, others and the company. John Deere is committed to providing a safe and healthy work environment.
To do your part, you must complete applicable safety training. If your job requires you to use personal protective equipment,
you must know how to use it properly. If you do not know how to use it, you must ask. Check your unit global policies and
procedures to ensure you are following proper safety protocol.

Workplace violence
A safe and he a Ithy environment is free from violence. An act of violence can take many forms. It can be a verbal, written or
physical threat. It can be an act of intimidation or abuse. It can be a physica I assault.
If you witness an act of violence in the work environment, between your coworkers or others, report it right away. If the
situation escalates and there is a threat to your immediate safety or the safety ofthose around you, take action to ensure
your own safety and contact local company security or Human Resources.
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How We Treat Others in Our Workplace

Q: I recently overheard an argument between
two of my coworkers. At first, I didn't think
much of it But as the argument became more
heated, they started ra1sing their voices and
be1ng confrontational At one po1nt. 1t became
apparent that there might be a fight I wanted
to step 1n, but at the time, I didn't know what
to do. So l1gnored the Situation. What should
I have done differently?

Use of alcohol, tobacco and illegal drugs

A: Your react1on

understandable. However,
your coworkers' behavior IS un acceptable
Viol ence doesn't just pose a nsk to the two of
them- it endangers others around them You
should have ensured your safety. then called
local company security or Human Resources
No matter how d1ff1cult or uncomfortable a
situation may be, do not 1gnore it
IS

Drugs and alcohol may impair our judgment and motor skills, and put our coworkers, customers and others at risk of harm.
Tobacco may harm our own health and the health of those around us.
We may not possess or use alcohol or illegal drugs while on company property or while conducting company business.
The exception is that during business dinners and events, or in designated areas, we may provide and drink alcohol in
moderation, where permitted by law. The use of any tobacco product while in a company facility or vehicle is prohibited,
except in designated areas. Designated areas may be determined by business management, but must comply with
loca I laws and regulations. Above all. we must be sure to act appropriately, professionally and safely when representing
John Deere.

Safety and security
John Deere has established policies which help us know how to keep our workplaces and employees safe and secure.
To enable safe travel we are required to follow the Global Travel Policy.
John Deere has established a Global Crisis Management Plan to deal with emergency situations. Each unit also has specific
emergency planning and scheduled exercises to help us prepare for these situations. If you are unsure of the proper steps
to take during an emergency, ask your manager to help you prepare.
For more information, please see the following policies found on the Global Policy Index:

-

Global Travel Policy
Environment, Health and Safety Policy
Global Workplace Violence Prevention Policy
Global Drug & Alcohol Policy
Tobacco and Smoke-Free Workplace Policy
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Section 3

How We Work with Others
To sustain our long-term success, we need to hove mutually beneficial relationships when conducting
business. We actively seek to create and strengthen relationships with those who shore a
similar vision. The high level of integrity we maintain also ensures others wont to work
with us.
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Working with others
At John Deere, we maintain high standards for the way we interact with others. We treat suppliers, members of our distribution
channel. customers and government agencies fairly, openly and honestly. We choose to work with others who. like us, act
with integrity.
John Deere does not use or condone the use of any form of forced or indentured labor or human trafficking in the supply
chain, manufacturing or distribution of our products We follow child labor laws in the locations where we work and expect
others to do the same. Our work should not intentionally cause harm to individuals or communities.

Working with suppliers
Our suppliers help us meet our goals by providing products and services that are critical to our business. When choosing
suppliers. we consider those who comply with laws and uphold values aligned with our own.
Suppliers are expected to comply with the Supplier Code of Conduct, which addresses the following key areas
-

ft

Labor and human rights
Health and safety
Environment
Ethics
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S£lction 1

How We Work with Others

Q: In a recent discussion, a suppl1er contact
told me about the great success her company
is enjoying She then mentioned that her
organization and one of its competitors have
been working together to divtde the market
and that it has had a signtficant impact on their
bus1ness Should I report what I've been told?

If you know or suspect that a supplier is violating company policies or applicable laws, immediately notify Supply
Management, the legal department or Center for Global Business Conduct staff

-

A: Yes It sounds ltke thts supplter may be

Working within the distribution channel

engag1ng in activittes that are restricting
competition This means our company may
not be getttng the best posstble products
and serv1ces for our money. It also means
one of our suppliers may be engaging in
illegal and improper behavior. You should
immedtately report what you heard to Supply
Management, the legal department or Center
for Global Business Conduct staff

For more information on working with suppliers, please see the following policies found on the Global Policy Index:

Supplier Code of Conduct
Public Communications Policy
John Deere Restricted Materials List (for suppliers)
Global Reporting of Potential Business Conduct Violations and Anti-Retaliation Policy

Members of our distribution channel are a valuable part of our strategy. These members include independent dealers,
distributors, merchants and agents. We recognize that distribution channel members are independent businesses and we treat
them as such. We expect them to comply with laws and uphold values aligned with our own. If you have concerns. contact
your Compliance Ambassador or Center for Global Business Conduct staff

Working with customers
John Deere has earned a reputation with customers forma king high-quality, dependable, safe products; and for responding
to the unique needs of customers in various locations. To preserve this reputation and protect the brand, we have key
responsibilities related to our customers. We strive to understand the specific needs of our customers and translate those
needs into products and services better than any other competitor.
We design and manufacture safe and quality products by ensuring they meet our general rules for product safety found in
the Environment, Health and Safety Policy. Wherever we sell our products, we strive to meet or exceed the intent of
applicable industry safety standards and regulations. We also strive to provide quality customer service, product support
and information needed to operate our products safely.
For more information on working with customers, please see the following policy found on the Globa I Policy Index:

- Environment, Health and Safety Policy
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How We Work with Others
Working with governments
The global nature of our work puts us in contact with officials, employees and agencies of governments worldwide. In many
ofthe countries where we operate, government officials and employees might work for universities, hospitals, energy companies,
regulators or government-owned enterprises.
Whenever our jobs require us to interact with officials, employees or agencies of governments, we are responsible for
knowing and complying with applicable laws. This includes laws that apply to giving gifts and entertainment to members
of these groups. This also includes the use of current or former government offici a Is or employees as consultants.
We respond to regulators' requests for information, and comply with government testing and demonstration requirements.
We ensure that the information we provide is current, accurate and responsive. We make certain that contract requirements
are identified, communicated and fulfilled.
If a regulator requests information from you, notify the legal department or Enterprise Security & Prepared ness before
taking action on the request. Requests may be part of a lawsuit, search warrant or other legal process.
If you suspect that others with whom we do business are not upholding these principles in their interactions with the
government, immediately contact your manager, Compliance Ambassador, Center for Global Business Conduct staff
or the legal department.
For more information on working with governments, please see the following policies found on the Global Policy Index:

- Procedures with Respect to Visits by Government Officials
- Notice to Global Low Services of Litigation, Other Formal Proceedings, and Government Proceedings (8-7885}
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Section 4

How We Serve Our Communities
At John Deere, we know that port of being a great company is being a good corporate citizen.
We must remember that the work we do has on impact on the lives of others. We hove supported
and enriched the communities where we live and work, and must continue to do so.
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Investing in our global communities
We work to inspire positive change by focusing our efforts on agricultural productivity. infrastructure, solutions for world
hunger, community development and education. We do this to strengthen our global communities and improve our
stakeholders' quality of life.

Responding to charitable funding, donation and gift requests
If you are active in the community. you may be asked to provide company funding. a donation or a gift to a charitable cause
or community event. All requests must meet Corporate Citizenship Center of Excellence guidelines and be approved by your
local unit management.

Volunteering in the community
As a John Deere employee, you are encouraged to take an active role in the betterment of communities by volunteering.
When volunteering on behalf of the company. you should follow the Global Employee Volunteerism Philosophy and
Guidelines, and any supporting policies as established by business units.
For more information, please see the Global Policy Index:
- Global Employee Volunteerism Philosophy and Guidelines

ft
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S£lction 4

How We Serve Our Communities

Q: I'm involved in volunteer efforts in my

Doing our part to preserve the environment

local commun1ty and I enJOY givtng back
Sometimes, I participate 1n activities that
John Deere sponsors. Other times, I opt
to support activities that John Deere does
not sponsor. Since John Deere is an avid
supporter of volunteer1sm, 1s it appropriate
for me to donate my time to a local charity
on behalf of our company<'
A: It depends on whether you followed the
Global Volunteerism Philosophy and Guidelines
and any supporting poltcy established by
your bus1ness un1t Check with the Corporate
Cit1zensh1p Center of Excellence or ask your
manager Keep in mind that in some countries
you may need to obta1n a government permit
to volunteer for a local activity

We place great value on environmental preservation, which is reflected in our operating processes. We work to reduce
emissions, water usage and waste in our glob a I operations. We strive to ensure our workplaces are energy efficient,
environmentally sound, sustainable and compliant
When investing in new products, approaches or technologies, we give preference to those that have the most favorable
environmental impact Significant resources and effort are dedicated toward designing innovative products that meet
customer needs most effectively and efficiently. Our products are also designed toward meeting compliance requirements,
minimizing environmental disruption and sustaining natural resources.
John Deere is subject to legal and regulatory standards for environmental protection that vary by country. We work to
comply with these requirements everywhere we operate, often exceeding them.
We are expected to commit to sound environmental and safety practices. All units must incorporate environmental
impacts and risks into management decisions, have an environmental management system, and report environmental
incidents as outlined in compliance-assurance processes. Additional responsibilities are outlined in the Environment.
Health and Safety Policy.
For more information, please see the Global Citizenship Report or the following policy found on the Global Policy Index:

- Environment, Health and Safety Policy
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Section 5

How We Maintain Integrity and Loyalty to John Deere
As John Deere employees, we ore loyal. We do not privately compete with our company.
We safeguard the many assets that our company entrusts to us. We oct in our company's
best interest.
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Recognizing and avoiding conflicts of interest
One of our primary responsibilities while working for John Deere is to act in our company's best interest. When our self
interests interfere, or even appear to interfere, with those of our company, it creates what is known as a conflict of interest.
Conflicts of interest can make it difficult for us to perform objectively and effectively for John Deere. We need to avoid them
wherever possible. When there is a potential or actual conflict of interest, we have a responsibility to disclose it immediately.
Any potential or actual conflicts need to be immediately disclosed to your manager and immediately reported through the
company's online reporting system. This provides transparency and enables possible additional approvals. If you do not
have access to the online reporting system. report the potentia I conflict to your Human Resources representative.
Potentia I conflicts of interest might arise in a number of ways This section explains some of the more common situations
and how to address them.

Workplace reporting relationships
At times, our relationships with others in our span of control can lead to the appearance of favoritism or impropriety. These
relationships may be ones with a relative or someone with whom we are romantically involved. Our span of control includes
the ability to influence within the same operating unit. functional area. direct or indirect reporting chain.
Being open about our relationships with people within our span of control helps us avoid conflicts of interest For this
reason, if you find that you may be in such a situation, you must immediately report your relationship to Human Resources
and through the online reporting system (unless such reporting is prohibited by local law).
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S£lction ll
Q: My brother owns a trucking company and
wanted to become a John Deere supplrer
I am Involved in the supplier selection process
for trucking companies. I thought th1s company
would be a good match for John Deere, but
I knew my family relationshrp could make me
look biased Even though I felt confident that
I could be objectrve, I thought I should let my
manager know about the srtuation beforehand
My manager thanked me for tell1ng her then
removed me from the selection process D1d I
do the right thing to avoid a potential conf11ct
of interest in thrs situatron?
A: Yes. Your manager removing you from the
selectron process was not a punishment It was
a way of ensuring that both John Deere and
your brother's company had a fair opportunity
to assess each other's needs Although you
may be able to make unbiased decisions when
it comes to family members, your involvement
can still create the appearance of favoritism
You did the right thing by tellrng her beforehand You should also promptly report the
matter through the onlrne reportrng system

How We Maintain Integrity and Loyalty to John Deere
Business relationships
A potential or actual conflict may arise if an employee has a close friendship or family relationship with a supplier, dealer,
customer or competitor. This relationship may improperly influence the employee's decision making a bout ongoing or new
business opportunities. For this reason, you must promptly report any potential conflict to your manager and through the
online reporting system.

Personal business or investment opportunities
We must not use information that we learn about through our job at John Deere to take business or investment opportunities.
We must not take the opportunities ourselves or help others to do so.
You may only take an opportunity if you disclose your interest and John Deere agrees there is no conflict. The key is seeking
approval before acting in order to avoid creating a serious conflict. For this reason, you must promptly report the potential
conflict to your manager and through the online reporting system.

Outside employment
Before taking on additional employment or doing any outside work, we need to consider how that work might affect our
work for John Deere. Working for a business that could affect John Deere has an increased potential to create a conflict of
interest. Such businesses include those involving customers, competitors, suppliers and dealers.
Prior to taking a job that may create a conflict of interest, you must dis close it to your manager and report it through the
online reporting system. This rule also applies to your family members and members of your household.lfthey take such a
job, you must dis close and report it the same way.
In addition to outside employment or work, you must not use company resources to conduct outside business or compete
with John Deere. This includes time, funds, people and property.

Board membership
A conflict can also occur when we, a family member or a member of our household assumes a position on an outside board
of directors. This includes corporations, trade associations, nonprofit organizations and more. All board memberships that
are potentially related to John Deere's business must be promptly disclosed and discussed with your manager and reported
through the online reporting system.
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S£lction ll

How We Maintain Integrity and Loyalty to John Deere

Q: Sometimes I use my company computer
for personal reasons. I do simple things, like
checking my bank account or sending an
ema1l to my spouse to coordinate ndes for
our chtldren Is this okay?

John Deere recognizes our right to manage our personal finances. We should be aware, however, that having investments
in certain types of businesses could influence our judgment on company matters and appear improper. These types of
businesses could include competitors, customers, suppliers and dealers. This potential conflict also applies to our family
members and members of our household.

A: Reasonable personal use of company

Where investments could appear to be a conflict of interest, you must promptly report them to your manager and through
the online reporting system. Examples include:

resources is allowed. Remember, though, that
you may not send or view Inappropriate or
illegal material or Install unapproved software,
even when ustng company computers for
personal reasons Your use also must not
interfere with your daily work. If you are
unsure, you should check with your manager
before using the resource for personal
reasons Inappropriate use of company
computers may result in disctpltne

Financial interests

- Owning more than one percent of the publicly traded stock of a competitor, customer, supplier or dealership
-

Investing in a competitor, customer, supplier or dealership in a manner other than publicly traded stock

- Owning any individual share of stock in a company that we interact with through our job

Using company resources
In order to perform our daily jobs, we need access to the appropriate resources. Among other things, we use company
equipment, facilities, vehicles, documents and money to do our work. We may also use the John Deere brand or logo.
These assets must be used only for authorized activities, and not for personal or political purposes. We all have a
duty to protect these corporate assets from loss, damage, theft and misuse. We should ensure their efficient use and
avoid waste.
The Global Travel Policy outlines appropriate uses of travel resources, including proper uses of travel agencies and company
credit cards. We also must use John Deere's computers, data and telecommunication resources lawfully and productively.
Our personal use should be reasonable and not interfere with our daily work. We should not use our company's computer,
phones or information systems to send or view statements or materials that are inappropriate, illegal, sexually explicit or
otherwise offensive. We should be careful when writing em ails, as electronic messages can easily be distributed to others
and become a company record.
For more information on the use of company resources, please see the following policies found on the Glob a I Policy Index:

- Electronic Resources Policy
- Email Creation and Retention Policy
- Global Travel Policy
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Section 6

How We Give and Receive to Avoid Improper Influence
We wont to win business based on the quality of equipment, solutions and support we provide,
and not based on any gift, entertainment or meal. As a normal expectation, we will fully adhere
to the lows against bribery {and the intent of them) wherever we do business. Such practices
will help us thrive sustainably in the long term.
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Avoiding bribery and corruption in government and non-government interactions
We will not make or receive improper payments. Improper payments compromise the John Deere brand and put our
company and individuals involved at risk for criminal, administrative and civil penalties.
In many ofthe countries where we do business, laws have been enacted that strictly prohibit us from making or receiving
improper payments anywhere in the world. Examples of such laws are the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the
UK Bribery Act
Improper payments might be offered as money, gifts, favors, travel, honoraria or entertainment Improper payments can
take the form of bribes, kickbacks or facilitation payments.
To maintain our integrity, we will not:
- Offer, promise, authorize, give, request or accept a bribe, which is the giving or receiving of anything that may
improperly influence individual decision-making, secure an improper advantage or improperly reward the recipient
for past conduct
- Offer, promise, authorize, give, request or accept a kickback, which is the return of a sum paid or due to be paid as a
reward for fostering business arrangements
- Make a facilitation payment, which is a payment made to an individual to speed up routine government actions, like
issuing a permit
If anyone requests or offers a bribe or kickback, it should be refused and must be immediately reported to the legal department

As part of our complia nee with these laws, we should not ask anyone to pay a bribe, kickback or facilitation payment on our
behalf. Nor should we knowingly allow someone acting on our behalf to do so, or ignore signs that someone may be doing
so. If you believe that someone acting on our behalf may be making or requesting an improper payment, you must
immediately report it to the legal department
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S£lction 6

How We Give and Receive to Avoid Improper Influence

Q: I am submitttng a proposal to a government-

In certain rare instances, you may be put in a situation where your personal health or safety could be in jeopardy. Your health
and safety is paramount to John Deere. While this Code cannot directly address every possible situation, you must use

owned business in a developing country A
public offictal implted that tf I pay her a personal
fee, she will ensure that my proposal receives
special consideration She assured me that this
is a common practice. Although it doesn't feel
right, I want my proposal to get the attentton
it deserves. Should I make the payment?
A: No, this is an improper payment It ts a
violatton of our Code and the law. You should
not offer anything of value to anyone, including
a government employee. in order to tmproperly
obtain a spectal preference tn the course of a
bust ness deciston. Report the request to the
legal department rtght away

your best judgment and protect your health and safety. After any incident, you must immediately report the situation to the
Deere & Company Chief Compliance Officer.

Interacting with officials or employees of governments
We must be aware that interactions with officials or employees of governments are closely scrutinized for improper payments.
Various country laws may apply to our interactions. To ensure you follow the law when representing John Deere,
you must have company approval prior to giving absolutely anything to an official or employee of a government You
must also obtain company approval prior to receiving absolutely anything from such an individual. Company
app rova I means you will obtain prior approval from the Deere & Company Senior Vice President and General Counsel or
delegate and the appropriate Deere & Company Senior Officer or delegate. You will be deemed to have obtained these
approvals if you have followed the processes in an approved country or reg ion aI gift policy or the Procedures with Respect
to Visits by Government Officials. If you have questions, please contact your country or regional legal counsel.
Keep in mind that these required company approvals also apply to political contributions connected to John Deere. This
includes anything given in connection with a non-Deere Political Action Committee (PAC). Also, while you are encouraged
to participate freely in the political process, you must obtain these required company approvals prior to using company
time, funds, facilities or other resources in relation to a candidate, political party, non-Deere PAC or political cause.
It may be difficult to know ahead of time what an official or employee of a government may give you. You should understand,
and gain company approval beforehand for, what could be acceptable under the circumstances.
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S£lction 6

How We Give and Receive to Avoid Improper Influence

Q: An official who is up for re-election has
asked me to make a contnbution on behalf
of John Deere to a local commun1ty center
This seems like a great 1dea and something
John Deere would support I also f1gure that
helping this official may help John Deere
with future business needs, so everyone wins
Is this contribution okay?

In some countries, it may bed ifficult to determine if the government owns a business. It may also be difficult to determine
if an individual is an official or employee of a government. In these situations, you must obtain the same company approvals as

A: No Even if the comm un1ty center seems
l1ke a good program, John Deere's support
of the center could be seen as g1ving the
official a personal benefit (an improved
chance of be~ng re-elected) 1n return for an
improper bus1ness advantage (the official's
support) You may not make this donation
on behalf of John Deere, since the payment
may be improper

required for government officials or employees.
For more information, please talk with a Public Affairs Worldwide representative on the Code Resource Contact List and see
the following policies found on the Global Policy Index:

- Country and regional gift policies
- Procedures with Respect to Visits by Government Officials

Interacting with non-governmental businesses
Giving and receiving gifts and other business courtesies can be a normal part of business relationships and is customary in
some cultures. Nonetheless, we wish to avoid conflicts of interest when giving and receiving during interactions with nongovernmental businesses.
Policies with more restrictive rules than those below may be created by business operations for regions. countries, functions and
business units. Prior to doing so, they must seek the express approval of the Deere & Company Senior Vice President and
General Counsel or delegates and the appropriate Deere & Company Senior Officer or delegates.
When interacting with non-governmental businesses, a few general rules and principles apply:
-

Be transparent
Follow the most restrictive country. regional. functional or business unit policy that applies
Avoid conflicts of interest
Avoid improperly influencing or appearing to influence business decisions

- Giving or receiving gifts. meals. entertainment honoraria and travel could be seen by others as a conflict of interest
-

Do not accept cash or cash equivalents for personal use, such as coupons, vouchers or gift cards
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S£lction 6
Q: ltnvtted one of my dealer's employees to
this year's John Deere Classic golf tournament in hopes of buildtng a better business
relationship wtth him. Throughout the event.
he seemed to be enjoytng himself, and we
chatted about bustness and personal matters
However, I was surprised when he commented
later that he would return favors tn response
to the hospitaltty John Deere had shown Now
I'm worried that this dealer's employee ts
viewtng the John Deere Classic as an attempt
to improperly influence his future decisions
What should I do?
A: The John Deere Classic golf tournament is
an annual, commercial event wtth a strong
charitable element Our company is commttted
to matntaintng the transparency of this event
at all levels You should explatn to this
employee that thts event ts not an attempt to
encourage dectsions that wouldn't normally
be made

How We Give and Receive to Avoid Improper Influence
Rules for receiving non-government gifts

Gifts are something given directly to a specific group or individual. When you receive a gift you should generally return it.
However. ifyou accept a gift. you mustfollowall company gift and reporting rules.
John Deere does not want you to accept gifts and you should not accept cash or cash equivalents. If. however. there is a
business or cultural need to accept a gift. and the gift cannot be considered an improper payment. then you can accept it.
If you accept a gift of more than nomina I value. you must let your manager know that you accepted the gift. and jointly
decide what to do with it. A gift of nominal value is defined as a gift having a market value of $75 US or less, or a lower
amount if your business unit has a lower reporting threshold.
Possible options for gift disposition include:
-

Transfer the gift to a designated company representative at your unit
Donate the gift to charity
Share the gift with other employees, such as in the case of a gift basket
Keep the gift

The process for the CEO and the CEO's direct reports is for them to discuss gifts and disposition with the Senior Vice
President and General Counsel, Deere & Company.
Everyone must also immediately report all gifts of greater than nominal value through the online reporting system. The
report should identify the gift, the circumstances in which the gift was accepted, and the disposition. If you do not have
access to the online reporting system. report the gift to your Human Resources or Labor Relations representative.
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S£lction 6
Q: A John Deere dealer recently sent me
an invitatron to attend an open house
The dealer offered to pay for my travel
expenses, meals and entertarnment. He
often gives each attendee a John Deere
toy tractor wrth a farr market value greater
than $75 US How should I respond to
thrs invitation?

How We Give and Receive to Avoid Improper Influence
Rules forgiving non-government gifts
When giving gifts with a fair market value over $75 US per person per day, you must obtain management approval. When
you give gifts of John Deere products or services, you must also follow additional approval processes, due to tax and other
considerations. If you have questions regarding giving gifts of John Deere products or services, contact your Compliance
Ambassador. In all gift giving, we will not give a gift that we know would violate the recipient's gift policy.

Rules forgiving and receiving non-government business meals
Regardless of who pays for a business meal, meals should be reasonable in both frequency and cost. Business meals should be
limited to people who have a business purpose for attending. If others attend without a business purpose, they should pay for
themselves. We should generally reciprocate in hosting meals and pay for meal expenses on a similar number of occasions.

A: You should review the Code and discuss
the invitation with your manager. We should
generally pay for our own travel expenses and
entertarnment If you eat with the dealer, you
may accept the meals with the understandrng
that you will recrprocate in the future. If you
eat without the dealer, you should pay for the
meals. You should politely refuse the toy
tractor grft if possible If you accept the gift,
you need to immediately discuss disposrtion
with your manager when you return; follow a
country, regional, functional or unrt gift polrcy
(if one exists); and immedrately report rt
through the onlrne reportrng system

Rules forgiving and receiving non-government business entertainment
We should apply the same principles to entertainment as we do to meals. In addition, we must keep in mind the following
rules when we entertain, or are entertained, by others:
-

You should act with integrity when choosing or accepting entertainment for a business event

-

You should pay for your own entertainment whenever possible, and submit for company reimbursement as appropriate

-

To give or receive entertainment with a fair market value over $75 US per person per day, management approval is
required, and you must report the entertainment through the online reporting system

-

If you cannot obtain approval a head of time, use your best judgment. discuss it with management afterwards, and

-

realize that you may need to later reimburse the other business
Including a family member in business entertainment is prohibited unless you personally pay for the family member,
there is a management approved business purpose for that person to attend or it is a management approved, companysponsored activity

-

If someone from the other business simply pays for your entertainment and does not attend, then the entertainment
provided is a gift and is subject to the gift rules described above
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S£lction 6

How We Give and Receive to Avoid Improper Influence
Rules for non-government sponsored transportation and hotels

We should pay for our own transportation and hotels whenever possible. Any transportation or hotel accommodations you
give or receive should be reasonable in both frequency and cost. If the cost exceeds a total fair market value of $75 US per
person per day, you must obtain management approval. When you receive these items, you must a Iso report them through
the online reporting system. Additionally, when you are offered air travel paid for or sponsored by another business, you
must follow the Supplier Aircraft Policy, which generally prohibits such travel. When the policy allows such travel, you must
obtain management approval, and report through the online reporting system if over $75 US.
For more information on travel, please see the following policy found on the Global Policy Index:

- Global Travel Policy

Making proper decisions when giving and receiving
When faced with a situation of giving or receiving, consider the following questions as a guide:
-

Could this be considered an improper payment?
Is this being given or received with the expectation of something in return?
Were a II necessary approval and reporting processes followed?
Is there a country, regional, functional or business unit policy?
Might this involve an employee or official of a government?
Could this lead to embarrassment if others knew?
Is it being given away from the office or in secret?
Does it seem wrong?
Could this be perceived as an improper attempt to influence?

If you are unsure of the answer, you should contact your Compliance Ambassador or Center for Globa I Business
Conduct staff.
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Section 7

How We Compete in the Global Marketplace
John Deere is a global competitor. How we do business around the world is important because
it's a demonstration of one of our core values: integrity. We aim to compete vigorously, but
fairly, while protecting our credibility in the global marketplace .
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Dealing fairly with others
We strive to be a company with which others want to do business. Representing ourselves honestly is an important part of
that. So is treating others- including our competitors- with respect. We do not unfairly criticize the products or services
of our competitors. In fact. we would much rather talk about the benefits of our own. And, in discussing John Deere
products and solutions, we make honest, factual claims. We do not use misleading or unfair comparative advertising, nor
do we use deceptive trade practices.

Abiding by international trade law
As a global company, we export our goods around the world. Exporting our products and solutions subjects the company
to various local and international rules and regulations that govern trade. Before sending any product. service, technology
or information to another country, it's crucial that we know and follow applicable international trade, export control and
import laws for these items.
Exports should be licensed or exempt from licensing. Additionally, before an item is exported, we are expected to verify that:
-

The item is eligible to be exported to the intended destination
The recipient, or end user if known, is not on a government "denied-party list"
The intended end use is for a permissible purpose
The proper duties have been or will be paid

John Deere's import activity is a Iso subject to various laws. We import both John Deere items and items supplied by
external sources. These imports are subject to import restriction, payment of customs duties and filing of required forms
and documents.

ft
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S£lction 7

How We Compete in the Global Marketplace
Although we are a global business, we are based in the United States. This means we are required to follow US laws that prevent us
from agreeing to unsanctioned boycotts or other restrictive trade practices. Requests to participate in illegal boycotts can
be written or verba I, and sometimes can be difficult to identify. All such requests must be reported to the Iega I department.
For more information on global trade laws, please see the following policy on the Global Policy Index:

- Global Export Controls Policy

Competing fairly around the world
No matter what, we believe in competing fairly. It benefits our company, our customers and the glob aI marketplace. It allows
us toga in an advantage through our superior product offerings, and gives our customers access to high-quality solutions
at reasonable prices. When we compete lawfully and with integrity, everyone wins.
In our company, we choose to aim for or sustain a "preeminent" position. In a preeminent position, our customers choose
to do business with us because we provide service, equipment and solutions they value most.
We do our part to keep things fair by gathering competitive information through legal and honest means. We do not
collect information about our competitors through deception, manipulation or misrepresentation, nor do we ask a third
party to do so on our behalf. If a new employee comes to John Deere from one of our competitors. we welcome the
addition, but not any confidential information that person may have about their former employer's business. Similarly,
we must protect John Deere's confidential and competitively sensitive information, even after we leave the company.
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S£lction 7

How We Compete in the Global Marketplace

Q: I recently traveled to another country

In many of the places John Deere operates, laws exist to help preserve fairness. These laws are sometimes ca lied antitrust,
competition or trade regulation laws. These laws prohibit certain actions that restrict competition, including:

brought a couple of parts with me in my carryon I didn't declare these items, but they were
in my possessron the entire flight. Is there
somethrng I should have done differently?
A: Yes You should have declared the John
Deere items rn your luggage. or depending on
the country, not put them in your luggage at
all The products you brrng with you on your
trip are subject to export and import controls.
That rncludes any parts, tools or merchandise
you bring along with you. It can also include
technology, software, schematics, product
manuals and even laptops contarning
confidential John Deere rnformation When
you travel. it's important to know the trade
laws that apply Prior to travelrng with
anything mentioned above, check the Global
Export Controls Polrcy on the Global Policy
Index and contact the company export
controls representative on Code Resource
Contact Lrst

-

Setting prices with a competitor
Dividing sales opportunities or territories
Agreeing with a competitor to split bids or otherwise "fix" a bid
Boycotting or refusing to deal with a supplier or customer
Abusing a powerful market position
Demanding a reseller maintain a particular price or take a particular combination of products
Setting prices artificially low to drive a competitor out of the market

If an employee from a competing company attempts to discuss these topics with you, don't a Ilow it. Walk away, end the
conversation or do whatever else you can to make it clear that you do not want to cooperate. You should then report the
matter to the legal department immediately.
Competition laws vary from country to country, but one thing remains the same: violations of competition laws carry
serious consequences. Outside of John Deere Financial's normal business operations, if you obtain any information
marked "company confidential" from another company. or have any questions or concerns. contact the legal
department immediately.
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Section 8

How We Manage Our Brand and Reputation
Our reputation is one of our most important assets. It's built by our employees, our values and
our brand promise. It supports our growth and future success as a company.
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Protecting our brand
The John Deere name is one of the most respected brands in the world and one of our most valuab le com pany assets.
All of us share the responsibility to p rotect and preserve the John Deere brand, just as we wou ld any other significant asset .
Our brand is also a p romise to serve our customers and a growing world in ways aligned with our core values. It sets us
apart from our competition and helps us earn a strong position in markets where we do business.
We maintain gu idelines, standards, and tools that help us protect and preserve t he brand. For more informat ion and t o
learn about our brand promise, visit the John Deere Brand Portal.

Aligning public communication
The way we communicate with the public is important. It sets the t one for our business and is essential to ma int aining a
positive reputation. Therefore, communication concerning our business must be honest, accurate and consistent. We
maintain a global policy to guide communication that could occur with news media or ana lysts, in social media and in
response to supplier requests.
Publicly communicating company information is the responsibility of senior management and those w hom they designate.
Only those specifically authorized to speak on behalf of John Deere may do so.
In line with our global policy, we must ensu re any information we plan to share externally is al ready pu blic or t hat we have
approval to share it publicly. We must protect non-public information from being shared with the news media, in social
media, in other forms of public communication and in any setting that could result in news media or public dissemination.
In addition, we must ensure that all requests from suppliers to communicate about thei r re lationship with John Deere are
managed in accordance with the pol icy.

If you are communicating publicly on behalf of John Deere, make sure t hat the information you present does not disclose
confidential company information. Section 9 ofthis Code provides more information about t he treatment of confidential
information, including examples. If your public communication involves a formal present ation or paper, you must submit
the materials for management review and approval to ensure accuracy and consistency.
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S£lction 8

How We Manage Our Brand and Reputation

Q: I read an unfavorable article online about

Key considerations for public communication are outlined below.

one of John Deere's competitors and dectded
to repost it on a couple of the social networktng
s1tes I use. The article sparked some conversation,
and I took the opportunity to make comments
about John Deere and our products. Is this okay
for me to do?

Responding to media and public inquiries

A: That depends heavily on the ktnds of
comments you made For example, sharing
publicly avatlable tnformation through social
med1a is acceptable, but mak1ng d1sparaging
or untrue remarks about our competitors
is not If you clearly represent yourself as a
John Deere employee, and acknowledge
that your opinions are your own and not
those of the company, you may make tactful.
appropriate statements You should never
reveal information that is confidential or
sensitive tn nature, and should always remain
professtonal in your communications
When in doubt. don't make a comment

-

If you receive an inquiry from the news media, forward it to Public Relations
If you receive an inquiry from an investor, direct it to Investor Relations
Forward other public inquiries to Corporate Communications

Using social media responsibly
- Authorization in accordance with the Public Communication Policy is required to use social media to conduct
company business
- If you can be identified as a John Deere employee when using social media, you should act with integrity and consistent
with company policies

Responding to supplier communication requests
-

Consider details about our relationships with suppliers to be proprietary information
You should not negotiate the use of any company trademarks or trade dress for discounts in contracts
You should not provide endorsements on behalf of John Deere for other company's products and services
All supplier communications that reference a relationship with John Deere or any subset ofthe company must be explicitly
authorized according to the process in the Supplier Communications Appendix to the Public Communications Policy

For more information on handling public communication, please see the following policy found on the Global Policy Index:

- Public Communications Policy
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Section 9

How We Manage Our Information
To maintain our good nome, we protect the information behind our innovations and uphold
our core values in our interactions with others.
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Keeping accurate records
Creating and maintaining accurate records is another way we demonstrate our integrity. Records may include inventory
data, employment documentation, email or other correspondence, whether in paper or electronic format We will maintain
and dispose of records according to our company's records management policies, legal holds and applicable laws. A legal
hold is a directive issued by our legal department to keep certain records related to a matter that might be in litigation or
under investigation.
We comply with generally accepted accounting principles when creating and maintaining our financial records. The laws and
regulations that govern our financial records require us to:
-

Keep accurate records, including supporting documentation
Maintain a system of internal controls
Ensure that all transactions are reported in a timely manner
Appropriately record all assets
[\Jot make false, artificial or misleading entries in our books and records

In some cases, we are required to disclose financial or other company information. We will follow our processes and
procedures to ensure that the information we share is complete and accurate.
For more information on record keeping, please see the following policies on the Global Policy Index:

- Records Management Policy

ft
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S£lction q

How We Manage Our Information
Identifying and protecting confidential information
While doing work for John Deere, we may have access to confidential information. In general, confidential information is
any non-public data that could harm John Deere if disclosed. It includes our trade secrets and certain intellectual property.
It also includes information obtained from others that the company is obligated to keep confidentia I. Some examples of
confidential information are as follows:
-

Unreleased pricing information
Non-public financial data
Technical data and processes
Equipment and machinery layout and design
Product costs
Manufacturing production schedules or volumes
Budgets
Sales and marketing strategies
Distribution channel strategies
Competitive information
Customer lists, financial information and certain operation a I data
Supplier lists, prices, and design or part prints
Unreleased product forecasts
Market share information
Proprietary software
Private information a bout customers or employees
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S£lction q

How We Manage Our Information

Q: I'm an eng1neer at John Deere Recently,

Properly managing confidential information is critical to our company's success. You must adhere to the following rules
when handling this information:

I spoke w1th an eng1neer from a new company
that supplies products to us He asked me for
certain specifications to help h1m f1ll an order.
I shared with htm some Information related
to our technical processes and des1gn of our
manufacturing stte I was later asked by a
colleague if I'd venfied that the supplier signed
a non-disclosure agreement with John Deere
before I provtded him with information
I d1dn't What should I do now"
A: Immediately contact your manager or a
member of the legal department Hopefully,
this supplier has signed an agreement and
the tnformatton you prov1ded is safe However,
you should always confirm this before
divulgtng what may be conf1dentialtnformatton
to a third party to prevent any damage to our
company's reputation or the John Deere brand
If it turns out that the supplier has not stgned
a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). contact
Supply Management to ensure a NDA ts signed
Depending on the country and the type
of information you provided, this also could
violate export control laws.

- Mark information appropriately so others know how to protect it
- Limit access and sharing to those with a business need to know
- Only look at information that you have a business need to know
- Share information outside the company only when a contract or confidentiality agreement with company-approved terms
is in place
- Before sharing non-John Deere information, check to see if there is a contract in place that defines how we can share
this information
- Secure and encrypt information according to company policies
- Do not collect or use any competitor's documents marked with their confidential markings unless agreed to by the
competitor and John Deere legal counsel
- Follow company processes for personal electronic device security, software and application downloads, and connecting
electronic devices to the company network
Generally, you also should not communicate non-confidentia I information outside the company. You may, however,
communicate this information if it is part of your job responsibility or you have appropriate management approva I.
John Deere maintains a number of policies on how to communicate and store information. For more information, please
see the Global Policy Index:

-

Global information Classification Policy
Electronic Resources Policy
Public Communications Policy
Photographic Equipment Policy
Intellectual Property Policies and Procedures
Records Management Policy
Computer Security Policies
EPOP Confidentiality Statement
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S£lction q

How We Manage Our Information
Managing personal information and privacy
As part of our employment, we provide personal information to John Deere. Customers also provide their personal
information to John Deere to get information on products, to register purchases and to apply for financing, insurance
and other services. Personal information is highly regulated and requires special attention to maintain confidentiality
and to meet other regulatory requirements. This is true whether it's our information or information belonging to our
customers. Our company is committed to conducting global business in a way that supports and ensures persona I privacy.
Com plying with the following rules helps us ensure we meet our commitment to privacy:
- Collect, process and use personal information consistent with applicable notice and consent requirements
- Identify and comply with any contractual obligations in place to protect the personal information you use
- Ensure proper contractual controls are in place when you share personal information outside the company
- Ensure proper procedures are in place before you transfer personal information between countries
- Remove or make personal information anonymous whenever legally required or otherwise appropriate under
the circumstances
- Immediately report any potential misuse, or unauthorized access or sharing to your manager or Center for Global
Business Conduct staff if appropriate
For questions regarding the handling of personal information, contact Center for Glob a I Business Conduct staff.
For more information on handling personal information, please see the following policy found on the Glob a I Policy Index:

- Global Privacy Policy
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S£lction q

How We Manage Our Information
Avoiding insider trading
In the course of our work, we also may become aware of important information about our company or other businesses
before the information is shared with the general public. This information is known as material, non-public information.
Materia I, non-public information comes in various forms. Generally, it is information that a reasonable investor would
consider important when making an investment decision, like buying or selling stock or other securities. Some examples
of this information include:
- Earnings and earnings forecasts not yet released
- Significant changes in earnings patterns
- Merger or acquisition discussions
- Dramatic new product developments
- Other significant events that could impact the company's stock price
We may not disclose or use for our personal benefit any material, non-public or "inside" information we possess. Trading
on material, non-public information is a violation of insider trading laws that subjects individuals involved and our company
to legal risks. This can result in severe sanctions, fines and civil and criminal penalties. It is also illegal to provide inside
information to others, or "tip" them, in making their investment decisions.
We should not discuss such information with anyone outside our company, including family members, unless approved
by the legal department. This includes avoiding discussions in internet chat rooms. blogs or other social media settings
in which our company stock is likely to be discussed.
For more information on inside information, please see the following policy on the Global Policy Index:

- Insider Trading Policy
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S£lction q

How We Manage Our Information
Protecting intellectual property
Our intellectual property is an important asset and we take great care to secure it. Intellectual property includes patents,
trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets. It also refers to any technical data and software developed by or for John Deere.
Any intellectual property we create while working on behalf of John Deere is owned by our company. We take great care to
secure our company's intellectual property rights to maintain exclusive product features.
We all have a role in protecting our company's intellectual property. However, our responsibilities regarding intellectual
property don't end there. We must also respect the intellectual property rights of others. This includes avoiding patent and
trademark infringement, clearing use of copyrighted materials and reviewing use of open-source software.
When we work with others, such as suppliers, we have a duty to ensure through contracts that the ownership of the
intellectual property is clear and, where possible, held by John Deere. This applies to product development software
development and experimental use.
For more information on intellectual property, please see the John Deere Brand Portal and the following policies found on
the Global Policy Index:

-

Intellectual Property Policies and Procedures
Copyright Guidelines
Electronic Resources Policy- Open Source Software & Unauthorized Tools Appendix
Supplier Code of Conduct
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Conclusion
This Code covers a broad range of subjects that are critical to understanding how our
company values interact with our global business. Our circumstances may change, but
one thing does not we are all working together toward a better company and improving
the lives of those linked to the land. As our business continues to grow and the competitive
landscape changes, we have a responsibility to speak up when something isn't right.
This enables John Deere to identify and address issues that could affect the integrity
of our commitments.
Living by our values is critical to our company's long-term success. Integrity, quality,
commitment and innovation are at the core of our work and of who we are. We all have
a personal responsibility to adhere to these values, and to comply with our Code, as well
as the policies, procedures and laws that support it. When questions arise, we have
various ways to ask for help and support. John Deere does not allow retaliation against
us for reporting our concerns. Similarly, we must never tolerate or engage in any
retaliatory acts.
Our Code, along with our values, policies and the law, is our guide. It is up to each of us
to follow this guidance and put it to good use while working for John Deere- no matter
where we are, or whether or not anyone is watching.

To view the John Deere Code of Business Conduct online, go to http:/ /www.johndeere.com/businessconduct
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Policy Against Discrimination & Harassment
Introduction
The Company is committed to maintaining a worldwide business environment that is free
from discrimination and harassment.
Discrimination consists of any practice or behavior that has a negative effect on an
individual or group, resulting from unequal or unfair treatment based upon an individual or
groups’ race, color, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender, national origin,
geographic background, disability, or any other classification protected by applicable law.
Harassment is a form of discrimination. Harassment is any unwelcome conduct interfering
with work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive working
environment. Sexual harassment is unwelcome conduct based on sex, whether directed
towards a person of the same or opposite sex. Examples are sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors and other unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature.
Discrimination or harassment may result from either intentional or un-intentional acts and
may be verbal, physical, or visual. A hostile work environment is present when unwelcome
conduct, sexual or otherwise, occurs. It is present when submission to sexual conduct is the
basis for an employment decision or a condition of employment.
Working together, we can maintain a positive and productive business environment that
supports individual dignity and is free from harassment or other forms of discrimination.

Policy
Discrimination or harassment by any supervisor, manager, coworker, supplier, customer, or
visitor of the Company of any employee, group of employees, or other individuals
interacting with the Company is a violation of this policy and is therefore prohibited.
Retaliation against any employee for reporting an incident under this policy or for
participating in any investigation regarding an incident is a violation of this policy and is
therefore prohibited.

Compliance
All employees of the Company are responsible for creating a working environment that is
free from discrimination and harassment. All employees must fully support and comply with
this policy. Employees are expected and encouraged to report and to participate in the
resolution of complaints of discrimination, harassment or retaliation.
Supervisors and managers have an additional responsibility. If a supervisor or manager is
informed about or observes conduct which may violate this policy, they must contact a
representative of Human Resources to obtain assistance in ensuring that the conduct is
appropriately addressed.
Each business operation must also comply with their country’s specific policy and laws
against discrimination and harassment.

Non-Compliance

The method of investigation will be tailored to the circumstances surrounding the alleged
offense and specific country regulations and practices. Upon receiving notice of an alleged
violation, management will investigate the allegation. The investigation will be completed in
a timely fashion. The individual who made the complaint will be informed of the outcome of
the investigation. Management will treat the complaint, the identity of complainants and
witnesses, and the terms of resolution as confidential.
If an investigation confirms that a violation of the policy has occurred, then disciplinary
action will be taken. All disciplinary action will depend on the facts and circumstances of the
situation and must be applied according to the specific country’s disciplinary policy and
laws.

Reporting Violations
Management must be notified if an employee believes that they have experienced or
witnessed discrimination, harassment or retaliation. Any employee witnessing a harassment
violation of this policy should inform the offender that the offender is engaging in harassing
conduct and that it should be stopped. If the employee is not comfortable telling the
offender to stop, or if the harassing conduct continues, then management must be notified.
To notify management, contact your supervisor. If this is not appropriate under the
circumstances, then notify your supervisor’s supervisor or a representative of the Human
Resources Department.

Additional Information/Contacts
Additional legal recourse, if applicable, may be available through various local, state and/or
federal enforcement agencies.
Contact your local Human Resources Department with any questions.

